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SUMMARY

Theobjectiveofthepresentinvestigationwasto

examinethereact'ionmechanismbetweenthelphaseofthe

silver-tin system and mercury. In order to achieve this

objective it was necessary to prepare a single y phase

altoy whose homogeneity was established by improved

opticalmetallographictechniquesandbytransmission

electronmicroscopy. X-ray and electron diffraction in

conjunction with structure factor and intensity calculations'

confirmed that the Y phase alloy had an ordered orthor'hombic

crystal rattice and conformed to the pmmn - "l; 
No. 59 space

group with lattice parameters a = 5'967 L' b = 4'781 and

c = 5.183.

Scanningelectronmicroscopestudiesofmercury

attack on plastically deformed single crystals of Y phase

of known orientation, revealed that preferential attack

occurred along well defined' crystallographic planes '

These crystal planes were identified as the (011), (OIi)

and (OfO) planes. Additional struct'ura1 information

obtained from transmission electron microscope studies,

interpreted using computerised crystallographic programs,

showed ttrat plastic deformation occurred both by

crystallographic slip on the (oIo) plane and by deformation

twinning on the (21I) , (o1r) and (01I) planes '
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The signifícance of. these results as related to

an understanding of the reaction mechanism betv¡een

mercury and the '¡ phase is discussed'
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CIIAPTER 7

INTRODUCTION

1.1 HISTORTCAL BACKGROUND

From the earliest times, strenuous efforts have

been made to alleviate the extremely painful complaint of

toothache, particularly that caused by dental decay or

dental caries which accompanies the development of

visible holes or cavities in teeth.

The early attempts at treatment (e.g. cauterization)

urere rudimentary but widely used and they persisted in

various forms until well int.o the 19th century. Although

a procedure like cauterization may have resulted in some

temporary relief of pain due to the dest.ructíon of live

tissue, a recurrence within a few days or weeks of

treatmenL would be e>çected. Early attempts to fill- teeth

would likewise have had litÈIe success in preventing the

progress of decay, although some temporary structural

support for teeth weakened by decay may have been achieved'

One such procedure, documented at the time of Christ, was

to restore decayed teeth with fillings of lead or Linen.

In the 9th century Persian dentists plugged cavities with

alum and over the following millenium a wide variety of

non-metal-tic compounds, some mixed with herbs and drugs

such as opium (which may have been at least Partially
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successful in easing paín) t¡lere tried. The performance

of these materials has not been recorded but as the

biology of dental caries was not understood, in general,

no attempt would have been made to remove decay from the

tooth prior to insertion of the material so that any

retief from the progress of decay must have been short

lived. This would also have been true of teeth filled

wíth metallic materials such as gold which appears to

have been first used for this purPose in the 15th century '

The use of gold foil pluggings was both a tedit>us

and expensive procedure and it caused considerable

discomfort to the patient. The alternative at the

beginning of the lgth century was one or other of the

eutectic type lead base alloys such as "Newtons Alloy"

(522 Bi, 322 Pb, 16U Sn, melting point 95"C), "Drarcets

Al}oy" (5OA Bi, 25e" Pb, 25"6 Sri, melting point 93'C) and

Woods Meta1 (50å Bi, 252 Pb, 12.5% Sn and L2'52 Cd,

melting point 73'C) which \^tere either melted, and cast into

the tooth cavity or ptugged into the cavity in the solid

state and then "buttered" into place with a hot instrument.

However, the d.iscomfort which their use imposed on the

patient was so great that the desirability of finding an

alternative metattic restorative material which could be

inserted in the tooth in the tiquid state and then

hardened without the need for the application of heat,

was all too apparent to both patient. and dentist.
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In response to this need, Pepys and Fox ín 1805

produced what they described as a "fusible metal" which

containedmercuryasoneofitsprincipalíngredients.

Alttrough the alloy was not successful clinically, it was

notable in being the first amalgam preparation to be used

in restorative dentistry. other mercury preparations

appeared soon after. In 1818, for example' Regnart

developed an alloy which could be "softened'" by tþe

application of mercury. ''Silver paste,' (a mixt'ure of pure

silver and mercury) tui introduced in LB26 by the French

dentist,Taveau,andoverthefollowingsevenoreight
yearssilver-mercuryamalgamsrusuallypreparedfromcoarse

filings of French silver coins' came to be used by dental

practitionersinEuropeandtheU.S.A.Theinitial

responseofpatientstotheseamalgamsmayhavebeenone

of relief at being spared the trauma of having molten

wood.s Metal poured into their aching teeth. unfortunately,

however,theapparenteasewithwhichamalgamcouldbe

insertedintoacavitynotonlybetrayedmanydental
practitioners into careless clinical procedures but it

encouraged ttre activities of unqualified and often

incompetent entrepreneurs who were quick to capitalize on

the lucrative business opportunities afforded by this new

"painless" procedure for filling teeth' The clinical

performanceoftheseearlyamalgamswasquitedisastrous

and reaction against ttrem mounted to such an extenÈ thaÈ

the American society of Dental surgeons resolved, in 1845,

that all its members pledge to abandon the insertion of
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amalgam fillings and any member contravening this

resolution vtas to be exPelled!

Inspiteofthestrongst.andtakenbytheASDS,

some dental practitioners continued to recognize the

potential benefits offered by amalgams. One of these

preparations, copper amalgam, which consisted of 69.32 Hg,

28.22 Cu and 2.2eo sn, was supplied in ttre form of pellets

which were heated to about 95"C in an iron spoon until

mercury droplets appeared. It was then ground in a

mortar and pestle and mu1led in the hand until a

consistency suitable for paclling was attained. This

material had poor long term stability as its corrosion

resistance in tkre oral cavity was low but it found

considerable support in preserving children's deciduous

teeth. Its use continued well into the present century

andindeedasrecentlyaS1964(LindetaI.1964)

reported the results of clinical studies of the bacterio-

static action of copper amalgams brought about by the

slow release of coPPer.

offargreatersignificance,however,l¡/asthefact

that in 1895, G.V. Black published the first of a series

of papers (Black 1895 a' b, c' 1896 a, b, 1897) describing

ttre results of carefully controlled experiment on amalgams

prepared from silver-tin alloys with compositions in the

range 42-751 Ag and 3o-58t Sn. Black observed that amalgams

sometimes expanded and sometimes cont'racted during setting

and he established that these dimensional changesr the
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clinical significance of which he was quick to

appreciate, were dependent on the alloy composition' the

particle síze of the filings of the alloy which \^Iere mixed

with mercury, the ratio of mercury to alloy in the mix,

the type of mixing vessel (e.g. 'mortar and pestle), used

to prepare the amalgam and the procedure used to pack the

amalgam into the tooth cavity. He noted that the reaction

was markedly affected by annealing the filings at I00'c

before mixing with mercury and that this resulted in a

reduction in the amount of mercury required to produce a

,'working mix" of the right consistency. The compress:Lve

strengths and the dimensional changes which occurred on

setting were d.etermined for a range of amalgams prepared

from Ag-Sn alloys and Ag-Sn alloys containing additions of

elements such as Aü, Pb, Zn, Bi, Pd, A1 and Cu' From this

massive investigation and his astute observations on the

clinical- performance of the amalgam restorations which he

had inserted over a period of some 40 years of dental

practice (notwithstanding the ASDS edict!), Black was able

to make firm recoÍtmendations not only on ttre clinical

procedures to be adopted in correctly cutting the cavity,

mixing and. inserting the amalgam into the cavity etc. '
but also on metallurgical factors such as the composition

of the silver-tin alloy (Black suggested 708 49, 30t sn),

the preparation and heat-treatment. of the alloy filings,

the optimun mercury:alloy ratio etc'

Blacklscontributiontotheknowledgeofthe

behaviour of silver-tin dental amalgam, made long before
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the silver-tin phase diagram had been determined and

without the assistance of metallographic techníques' was

enormous.Butperhapshisgreatestachievementwasin

successfullypersuadingadentalprofession,initially
prejudíced (perhaps justifiably so!) against mercury

preparations,thatprovidedthesilver-tinamalgam

restorations were correctry formurated and inserted using

the guidelines which he had drawn up, they did' indeed'

represent a major advance in the practice of restorative

dentistry.

Black.sworkwassupportedbyotherstudiesin

America and in England and Germany' By L925' when the

u.s. FederaL specification No. 356 (Dental Amalgam alloys)

hTas issued, the use of silver-tin amalgams of composition

approximately 7Os. Ag 30? Sn was widespread'

I 2 CONSTITUTION OF ALLOYS OF SILVER AND TIN

Theearlyattempts,e'9'byHeycockandNeville

(1897), Petrenko (1907) , to establish the phase diagram

for the Ag-Sn system were shown by Murphy (L926) to be

inadequate. Murphy's phase diagram, Fig' I'I' now

accepted as essentially correct, establishes the presence

of two peritectic reactions in the system. Tkre first, ât

a temperature of 724"C and 14.58 Sn, results in the

formation of the $-phase with a composition ranging from

approximately Ag5Sn to Ag6Sn while ttre second' which

occurs at 480oc and 26.gt sn produces the y-phase which
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was beríeved to have a composition corresponding to the

formula A93Sn which exists as a single phase at room

temperature over the range 26'0 to 26'9? Sn' Beyond

about2TzsnaeutecticstructureofYandalmostpure

Sn exists.

1.3 CRYSÎAL STRUCTU RE OF THE Y PHASE

ThereapPearstohavebeenconsiderablecontroversy

surrounding the determination of the crystal structure and

Iattice parameters of the y phase. The earliest X-ray

diffraction studies \^/ere carried out in L926 by Preston, a

colleague of Murphy's at the National Physical Laboratories'

who observed (Murphy Lg26) that the X-ray powder diffraction

pattern was consistent with the maLerial having a hexagonal

closepacked'structurewitha=2.98Ä.andc/a=I.61.In

reply to the criticism of his work by Hume-Rothery that such

astructurecontains2atomsperunitcellwhichis

inconsistent, with the composition of the compound Ag3Sn,

Prestonpointedoutthatpowderdiffractiondatawas

inadequate to enable the crystal structure to be determined

unequivocally and that such a determination must await the

availability of single crystals of the compound. Later,

however, Nial, Almin and Vüestgren (193I), again using X-ray

powderc]iffractiontechniquessuggestedthatAg3Snhada

deformed hexagonal structure which could be described by

an orthorhombic lattice with constants a = 2'989 Å'

þ = 4.77I and c = 5.149. (NOTE: These parameters have
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been re-allocated to conform with the nomenclature

adopted by Fairhurst and cohen (19721). This work was

supported, again on the basis of powder diffraction data,

by Waterstrat and Hicho (1964) '

However, Fairhurst (L966) and later Fairhurst and

cohen (Lg72) carried out a complete x-ray structural

analysis using a single crystal of A93Sn in a precession

camera as well as very accurate x-ray powder diffraction

observations. This approach led them to conclude that the

SpacegrouPconformedtooneof2possibleSpacegroups

Iistr=d in the International Tables for X-ray Crystallography

VoI. I. Since one of these possibilities could be eliminated

for Ag3sn on ttre basis of packing requirements and.

observations of the intensíties of the diffraction peaks'

they were led to the conclusj-on tl.at the space group of

the compound A93Sn was the orthorhombíc Pmmn - "å; 
No. 59

the lattice parameters for which are a = 5.968 Ä, b =4'7802 1

c = 5.1843, i.e. an rrarr value twice that of NiaI et aI..

The unit ceII for this crystal contains 8 atoms, 6 silver

and 2 tin.

Notwithstanding this work of Fairhurst and cohen'

the use of the lattice parameters of NiaI et al. has

persisted. Malhotra and Lawless (f975) for example, used

NiaI dimensions for the identification of A93Sn in studies

of ternary alloys of silver, t,in and gold: wood and Jacombs

(1976) and Wood and King (1978) determined the interplanar

spacings of splat quenched A93sn and found them to be in
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agreementwithNial'sresultsbutinconsistentforthe

Iarger rrart value determined by Fairhurst' Resolution of

this continuing conflict in the structure of the y-phase

oftheAg.SnsystemwillbepresentedinChapter3ofthe
present thesis.

REACTION OF THEYP HASE WITH MERCURYL.4

FollowingtheidentificationofthecompoundAg3Sn

byPetrenkoinLgoTandtherecognitionofitsimportance

as a dental amalgam alloy, a number of attempts were made

(Joyner 191I, McBain and Joyrrer L9L2' Knight and Joyner

I9I3, Gray 1919, J:g2Lt Lg22, !923 etc') to determine the

natureoftheamalgamationreactionproductsbychemical

methods. Previous work of ogg (1895) and Reinders (1904)

onsilvermercuryalloyshadestablishedthepresenceof

acompoundAg3Hg4(,,ArborDianae'')andasthisappeared

to be the only familiar compound discovered in the reaction

productsofAg3Snwithmercury'thereaction\^¡asbelieved

to be as follows:

Ag3Sn + 4Hg -+ Ag sHg,* + Sn

Intg3I,however,MurphyandPrestoncarriedoutanX-ray

diffraction study of the alloys of silver and mercury

and described 3 seParate Phases:
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1. o-phase a silver mercury solid solution with

a f .c.c. crystal structure. The limiting solid

solubility of mercury in silver at room temperature

$/as 50 wt. % (35 at. 8) .

2. ß-phase a h.c-p. structure with restricted

composition of approximately 40 wt. % silver formed

asaproductofaperitecticreactionbetweenoand

liquid at 276"C.

3. .y-phase b.c.c. structure formed as a product

of a second peritectic reaction with a composit:ion

of 29-30 wt. % silver at L27"C'

(Note:theyphasenomenclatureisalsousedbyMurphy

to describe the orthorhombic phase of the silver-tin system) '

Due to inadequacies in their experimental data'

Murphy and Preston were unable to ascribe precise formulae

to the ß and y phases but tentatively suggested that the

y phase might be either AgsHg+ or AgaHg5' Berman and'

Harcourt (1938) showed that this compound' hras, in fact

AgzHgs. A fult structural analysis of this y phase of the

silvermercurysystemwascarriedoutmuchlaterby

Fairhurst (1966) and Fairhurst and Cohen (L9721 using

single crystals and the precession x-ray diffraction

technique ' The sPace grouP r¡¡as identified as the cubic

L23 and the formula of the compound was shown to be AgzHgs'

This result was confirmed by Baird and Muller (1969).
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AttemptstodeterminethenatureoftheSn-Hg

system ran Paralle1 to those of the Ag-Hg system but ít

would seem that severe experimental difficulties with

x-ray and metallographic examinations of the alloys in

this system have resulted in some uncertainty still

existing. simson (Lg24) ident.ified a simple hexagonal Y

tin-mercury phase which is stable at room temperature over

the range 5-12 wt. Z Hg. Gayler (L937 a) confirmed' the

existence of this phase and. published a phase diagram for

theSn-HgsystemwhichshowedaY+liquidphasefield

adjacent to the peritectic Y at room temperature. However'

Gayler (1937 a) also noted an anomalous thermal arrest

during the casting of alloys with compositions tying in

this y+ liquid phase field and raised the possibility that

this might indicate the presence of another phase which

she called ô. Troiano (I938) arrived' at similar conclusions

to those of Gayler and. the sn-Hg phase diagram published by

Hansen (I958) reflects the ambiguity which stilI persists

about the possible existence of this ô phase'

there is, however, ro dor:bt about the y phase j-n

the Sn-Hg system and its crystal structure \^fas subsequently

determined by Fairhurst and Ryge (L962) to be simple hexagonal

with ilcil values ranging from 2.995 to 2.984 and c,/a = 0.93I.

InterestintheAg-HgandSn-Hgsystemsoriginated

of course, from the desire to identify the products of the

reaction between Ag3Sn and Hg. Gayler (1937 a) went a

step further and derived the Ag3Sn-Hg phase diagram
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(Figure L.2). Using this equilibrium díagram, Gayler

proposed (L937 b) that the phases formed on reaction of

mercury with Ag3Sn, in the proportions used in formulat'ing

dental ámalgam, should be both the ß and y phases of the

Ag-Hg system so that the setting reaction should be

described by the equation:

+ ß +AgrSn + Hg (Ae-He) Y(le-Hg) + Y(sr,-ttg)

Gayler's X-ray and metallographic observations of hardened

amalgams were, however, internally inconsistent and the

fact that in practice hardened. amalgam existed in a state

far removed from thermodynamic equilibrium raised serious

doubts about the validity of applying the Ag3Sn-Hg phase

d.iagram to predict the reaction products contained in it.

However, Gayler's work did allow predictions to be made of

the way in which the final structure might be approached

during the reaction of Ag3sn with mercury and Troiano

(1938), observing that. the ß(or-"r) phase could not be

detected in hardened amalgam, suggested an alternative

equation to Gayter's which involved' an approach to

equilibrium from the mercury rich corner of the phase

diagram - i.e. in a direction opposite to that implied by

Gaylerrs equation. Troiano's alternative proposal was as

follows:

Agrsn+Hg*Y(eg_"g) +6 (Sn-He) +Ag
3
Sn (unreacted)
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As has already been pointed out, the question of

the existence of the ô phase of the Sn-Hg system was highly

controversial and a Iívely debate followed the publication

of Troianors proposed equation. The matter was not

satisfactorily resolved until Ryge, Moffett and Barkow

(1953) showed that there was no evidence of a ô(ro,nr).

Fairhurst and Ryge (L962) determined the structure of the

Y1s,,-ttg¡phaseusingX-raytechniquesandshowedthatit
was the only tin-mercury phase found in dental amalgam.

Ryge, Moffett and Barkow using X-ray powder diffraction

techniques showed that three main phases were present in

dental amaÌgam -the "¡phase of the Ag-sn system (eggsn), Lhe

y phase of the Ag-Hg system (which Fairhurst subsequently

slrowed was Ag2Hgs), and the y phase of the sn-Hg system.

Earlier, stenbeck (1950) had obtained evidence which

supported Gayler's assertion that dental amalgam contained

also the $ phase of the tin-mercury system. Ryge, I4offett

and Barkow looked for it but could not find' it' ín their

alloys and were led to the conclusion that the ß(or-"r)

phase, if present at all, must form long after the setting

reaction $¡as essentially complete. Subsequent work of

Johnson (1967 a, b), PihI and Beasley (1968), Otani (f970 a, b)

and Vrijhoef and Driessens (1974) showed that indeed the

ß(Or_n*) phase, could be detected in dental amalgam but that

it probably formed by the slow decomposition of Èhe Y(eg-rg)

phase to ß(or-rr) * free Hg. This decomposition' which can be

detected (neynolds) after the amalgam has been stored at

room temperature for a period of some two years, (or after 2

days at, 60oC (Otani L97O a, b) ) apPears to initiate at the
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boundary between the Y(ae-"g) phase and the remaíning

unreacted Ag3Sn so that the free mercury liberat'ed by the

transformation would immediately react with Ag3Sn' The

clinical significance of the decomposition has not been

established and although Johnson (1967a) felt that it

may have an adverse effect on the mechanical propert'ies

of an amalgam restoration, otani (1970a) suggested that

the decomposition would not proceed to any marked extent

because the Y(eg-"r¡ Phase would tend to be stabilized by

mercury released during the in vivo corrosion of Y(so-ttg)'

Both suggestions must, however, be considered to be

speculative.

The determination of the structure of dental

amalgam was seriously impeded by the absence of metallo-

graphic studies of sufficient quality to enable the phases

present to be distinguished and id.entified. In their

review of the mechanism of the setting of dental amalgam'

Ryge, Fairhurst and Fischer (196I) made reference to a

thesis submitted. in 1958 by K. Schnuck in which the presence

of three separate phases was demonstrated by relief

polishing and to the work of schmitt (1960) who used a

selecÈive etching technique to distinguish t'hese three

phases, which he identified from their relative resistance

to chemical attack as probably Y(tg-ttg), Y(so-ttg) and the

original Àg-sn alloy. on the basis of this metallographic

evidence and the very extensive X-ray data available at

that time, Ryge, Fairhurst and Fischer (196I) concluded

that the producÈs of the setting reaction of dental
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a¡nargam were y(ag_rre) , \ (sn-Hg) and unreacted Ag3sn

Ttre setting reaction, whích was soon t'o be confírmed by

optical and electron-optical met'allographic observations

by the phases present (see 1.5 below) could then be

written

Ag3Sn + Hg Y(re-"g) * Y(sn-Hg) + unreacted Ag3sn->

r.e. Y+Hg Yr + \z + Y-'

where Y1 A9zHïs, \z Sn Y AgrSn
z -gH9;

1.5 THE METALLOGRAPHY OF SILVER-TIN DENTAL AI'U\LGA¡yI

Although a number of early attempts had been made

to determine the microstructure of dental amalgam, these

proved largely unsuccessful. Ryge, Dickson, Smj-th and

schoonover (1952), for example, \'^¡ere able to identify

particles of unreacted Ag3Sn in a hard.ened amalgam using

a nitric acid etchant but the matrix in which these

particles existed appeared merely as a rather structureless

background. As has already been pointed out, Schnuck (1958)

and Schmitt (1960) showed the way to the development of

metallographic etchants which enabled the microstructure

of the matrix to be revealed. The major contribution,

however, $¡as that of Wing (1965) who developed a double

etching technique in which the polished amalgam was etched

first with KCN and iodine and then NHqoH and potassium

ferricyanide. !{it,h this technique Wing demonstrated the
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exístence of unreacted (i.e. Ag3Sn) in a two phase matrix

which he assumed to be y1 (í.e. Agz$g3l and Y2(sn7Hg).

These assumptions v/ere shown to be valid in later studies

by Wing (1966) in whích the identity of the three phases

was determined using electron probe microanalysis. A

typical example of the microstructure of a dental amalgam

prepared from a spherical particle amalgam a1J-oy

(manufactured by an atomization process) and etched using

wi_ng's double etching technique, is shown in Figure 1.3.

Several other etching techniques for revealing

yi a:nd y2 have been proposed. Alan, Asgiar and Peyton

(1965) for example, used a Lriple etch procedure involving

K2Cr2O7, iodine and Na2s2o3 tO reveal the three phases ín

amalgam which they identified. using electron probe micro-

analysis; Otani (1970c) suggested that exposing a polished

surface of amalgam to mercury vapour h/as effective in

showing the presence of Yr and y2. More recently Abbott

and Makinson (1978) published an etching procedure using

NaOH and iodine which can be used to reveal the micro-

structures of dental amalgam prepared from more complex

ternary and quaternary amalgam alloys such as the commercial

alloys ,'INDILOY',, which contains 5t indium, "SYBRALoY"

(containing 4OB Ag, 30t Sn and 30t Cu) I "TYTIN" (containing

60t Ag , 25t Sn, 158 Cu), "SPHERIPHASE S' (cont'aining

spherical ternary alloy particles of aPProximate

composition 60t 49, 25ï Sr, 15t Cu plus spherical Ag¡Sn),

etc.
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FIGURE 1.3 Spherical dental amalgam etched using
Wing's (1965) double cyanide technique.

Note: y1(Ag2Hgr), yz (snz-eHg) and
y(Ag3Sn) the spherical particles
being only nominally single phase Y.
x 26 t000 .
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The other important aspect of the observation of

the microstructure of. dental amalgam which was revealed by

the modern metallographic techniques was that, in general,

dental amalgam contained voids which were shown (Wing L965,

Taylor L972, Reynolds, Warner and !'filsdorf L975) to

originate from inadequate condensation, lack of amalgamation

during trituration or the long term a-bsorpLion of small

amounts of residual liquid mercury into the hardened

amalgam.

These voj_ds r^lere shown by Asgar and sutfin (1965)

and wing (L975) to have a d.etrimental effect on the

mechanical properties of a restoration and as a consequence

should be kept to a minimun by correct trituration, by the

addition of smalI, carefully condensed iucrements of

amalgam during the packing of the cavity and by the use

of optimum mercury to alloy ratio in the original mixture.
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CHAPTER 2

ALLoYPREPARATIoNANDMETALLoGRAPHICPRoCEDURES

2. I MANUFAC TURE AND EXAMINATION OF S ILVER-TIN ALLOYS

High purity silver and' tin (composition given in

Appendix 1) were degassed by vacuum melting' The

appropriate quantities of silver and tin to formulate the

requiredalloycompositionwerevacuummeltedatl000.c

at a pressure of less than 2 x 1O-4 torr in a continuously

evacuated sirica tube. The atloys were rapid.ry solidified

bywaterquenchingtoensureafineinitialgrainsizeand

were then sealed in silica capsules under a pressure of 0.5

atmosphere of argon before being subjected to an homogenizing

heattreatmentat430"cforT2hours.Thelossinmass

duringmeltingandheattreatmentwasmonitoredateach

stageofalloypreparationandprovidedthat'adequatecare

was exercised, was found to noÈ exceed 0 '003 g for a 20 g

ingot.Al}oyshavingasinglephaseYstructure\^'ereto

be of major importance in the investigation and in order

to obtain independent confirmation of the a1loy composition

theNATAregisteredAustralianMineralDevelopment

Laboratories carried out chemicar anaryses. fkre sirver

component was analysed by a thiocyanate titration while

thet'incomponentwasanaì.ysedbyanextremelysensitive

titration method which involved theoxidation of stannous
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to stannic ions. An alloy with a nominal composition of

73.5 wt. S Ag and 26.5 wE' 8 Sn was shown by the Amdel

analysis to have an actual composition of 73.35 wt' I Ag

and26.55wt'.Ssnwhichindicatesthatthealloy

preparation techniques employed enabled target a1loy

compositions to be satisfactorily attained'

Metallographic specimens were prepared by embedding

the silver-tin alloys in cold setting resin and polishing

with 600 and L2OO grades of silicon carbide paper followed

by6and.lumdiamondabrasives.Foralloyscontaining

Iess than 26.8 wt. % Sn, i.e. the (ß+Y) and (f ) phases'

Somemetallographicexaminationwascarriedouton

materials prepared by electropolishing using an electrolyte

of 903 ethanol and 10? perchloric acid. at a temperature of

-20'C. (Stainless steel electrodes, V - 5v, I = 20 mA'

current density = 103 -*p/*2) ' Electropolishing was

unsuitable for alloys containing (y+sn) and these were

chemically polished with an aqueous solution of sodium

hydroxide (5 wt. B) and iod'ine (20 wt' 3)'

lvletallographic examination was carried ouÈ using

Iight microscopy (Ultraphot II, CarI zeiss) ' scanning

electronmicroscopy (siemens "Autoscan" with EDAX (Energy

Dispersive Analysis of X-rays) analytical facility), and

transmission electronmicroscopy (JEOL l,2O CX vrith scanning

attachment) .
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2 2 PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS FOR ELECTRONMICROSCOPY

The silver-tin atloys were spark machined to rods

3 mm in diameter which vTere then cut, with a high speed

slitt.ing disc into slices 1.5 mm thick. These slices were

reduced to 0.8 mm thickness by grinding on 1200 grade

silicon carbide paper. To prepare specimens suitable for

electronmicroscopy the 3 mm diameter slices l¡lere inserted

into a Fischione jet polishing machine and electropolished

ínasolutioncomprj-singg0goethanolandl0%perchloric

acid under the following conditions, f = -70"C' I = 2 mA

v - 2Lv, current density = 290 amp/mz ' Following

perforation, the thin foils were removed from the polishing

bath with the potential still applied. and quickly washed

in cold high purity ethanol and then dried in a warm air

f Iow.

with a little experience foils which were tikely

to be transparent to electrons in Èhe electronmicroscope

could be identified by the distribution and intensity of

Iight, transmitted through the foit when examined using an

optical microscope. specimens which were inadequately

thinned around the margins of a perforation \Âtere ion beam

thinned (,,Microlâp", Ion Tech Ltd.) for 2-3 hours using

ùhe following conditions:- ion current 0'5 mA'

voltage = 5 kV, angle of incidence of ion beam = I5o '

A careful comparison in the electronmicroscope of specimens

prepared wit'h and without ion beam thinning failed to

reveal evidence of ion induced damage to thin foils

prepared using the above conditions '
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2.3 METALLOGRAP HY OF Aq-Sn AILOYS

It is immediately apparent from the Ag-Sn

equilibrium diagram proposed by Murphy (Figure 1.1) that

the range of composition over whích a single phase Y

structure is formed is very narro\,tl. The more recent phase

diagrampreparedbyHansen(1958)onthebasísofwork

publisheduptolg58raverynarro\^Trangeofcomposition

is again indicated although the precise limits of stability

oftheyphaseappearnotLohavebeenaccuratelydefined
(it shoulcl be noted that Hansen departs from the more

generally adopted nomenclature proposed by Murphy and uses

e to denote the phase which is normally designated y) '

since it was desirable in the present investigation to

avoid ambíguities arising from the use of two phase aIIoys,

it was necessary at the outset to determine more precisely

the extent of the Y Phase field'

Arangeofsilver-tinalloyswithcompositions

spanning the "¡ phase field as delineated in the phase

diagramFigurel.Iwasthereforepreparedfordetailed

metallographic and x-ray examination. TlLre compositions

of these alloys are listed. in Table 2.1 along with their

nominal structures derived on the basis of the previously

pubtished phase diagrams and the actual microstructures

observed in the present investigation'

The results of this metallographic examination on

carefully homogenized specimens can be summarized in t'erms

of the three observed microstruclures as follows:-
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TABI,E 2.L

Ag-Sn AlloY ComPositions

Composition (wt. 8)
Nominal

Structure
Observed

Mícrostructure

Ag

85 .0

76.L

7 4.4

7 4.O

73.8

73.5

7 3.4

73.3

73.2

73.0

72.5

Sn

15.0

23.9

25.6

26.0

26.2

26.5

26.6

26.7

26.8

27 .O

27 .5

Ê

ß+Y
ß+r

Y

Y

Y

T

Y

Y

y+Sn

Y+sn

ß

ß+Y
ß+1

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

y+Sn
y+Sn
y+Sn



(a)

(b)

(c)
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lwo phase ( ß+v)

Alloyscontaining23.9and25.6wE.8Sn!ì'eretwo

phasedanddisplayedregionsinwhichalternate

lamellae of ß and y phases could be clearly seen'

A typical microstructure of the 23'9 wt' % Sn

alloy is shown in Figure 2'L' In the 25'6 wt' 3 Sn

alloy similar lamellae of ß and Y hTere observed but

as would be expected the proportion of $ phase was

substantiallY lower.

Singte phase (Y)

Thefivealloyswithcompositionslyinginthe

range 26.0 to 26.7 wl- B Sn all displayed single

phase 'y microstructures. In Figure 2'2 an optical

micrographofthe26.5wE.gosnalloyisshownand

this microstructure is typical of alloys in this

compositionrange.Duringtheexaminationofthe

atloys toward the upper end of this range special

care was taken to detect the presence of any tin

rich phase which may be present but even when

examined by transmission electronmicroscopy

(Figure 2.3) , they appeared to be uniformly single

phase.

T'wo phase (Y+Sn)

The two alloys containing 26'8 and 27'0 wt' I Sn

respectively had a duplex structure in which the

secondphasewaspresentinaclearlydelineat'ed
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F'IGURE 2.7 Microstructure of the 23.9 wt. I Sn
alloy showing grain boundaries of the
y phase with lamellae of $ Phase.
Electropolished and etched surface.
x 900

FIGURE 2.2 Microstructure of the 26.5 wt'. I Sn
alloy showing single Phase Y.
Electropolished and etched surface.
x 900
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FIGURE 2 3 Transmission el-ectron micrograph of
the 26 .5 wt- . ? Sn a1-Ioy showing a y
phase grain boundary.
x 64,000
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zone around the grain boundaries of the first'

An optical micrograph of this grain boundary

structure obtained from the specimen containing

26.8 wE. ? Sn is shown in Figure 2.4. It would

be expected from the nature of the equilíbrium diagran

that if a second phase \¡lere present in an alloy

of this composition it would probably be the

terminal solid solution based on tin. Since the

solid solubilitl' of silver in tin at RT has been

shown (Hanson et aI., L934) to be <0.02 wE. % the

grain boundary phase would therefore be almost

pure tin. confirmation of this view was obtained

by examining mechanically polished' specimens in

the scanning electronmicroscope where, with the

assistance of the EDAX facilityr êD indication of

the relative abundance of the two components

(Ag an<l Sn) in each of the phases present in the

alloy could. be obtained. The results of this

analysis is shown in Figure 2.5 (a) , (b) and (c) '

In Figure 2.5 (a) the presence of the grain boundary

phase can be seen in an image formed using back

scattered electrons. The corresponding elemental

x-ray map from this area using tin Lqr radiation

(Figure 2.5 (b) ) indicates qualitatively that the

tin content of this grain boundary phase is higher

than that of the adjacent y phase while the silver

Lar map (figure 2.5 (c)) shows that its silver

content is lower than that of the Y phase'
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FIGURE 2.4 Tin lying along
of the 26.8 wt.
x 1200

rain boundaries
n alloy.

vg
3S
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FIGURE 2.5 (a) Scanníng electron micrograph of
26 .8 wlu. Z Sn Alloy.
Note that the grain boundarY Phase
is extensi-ve1y pitted.
x 1000

FIGURE 2.5 (b) Elemental X-ray map using tin
Lqr radiation.

FIGURE 2.5 (c) Elementa1 X-ray map using silver
Lat radiation.
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It will be noted in Figure 2.5 (a) that although

care $ras exercised duríng the mechanical polishing of

ttris specimen to the I Um diamond stage, the scanning

electronmicroscope revealed that the tin rich phase along

the grain boundaries was extensivety pitted, suggesting

that its resistance to abrasion was lower than that of the

y phase. If the polishing process using the I Um diamond

abrasive is allowed to continue, substantial relnoval of

the narro\^t zone of tin rich material may occurt

particularly, when the diamond abrasive is carried on a

pad such as "selvyt" which has a fairly long nap. when

viewed in the optical microscope the grain boundaries of

the specimen then appear to be unusually "broad". The

association of this "broadening" of the grain boundaries

with the removal of the tin rich grain boundary phase is

illustrated in Figure 2.6 -

A similar effect. to that illustrated in Figure 2.6

can be observed on d.uplex alloys of (y+Sn) structure

after electropolishing or etching with a reagent (e.g.

dilute HcI) which preferentially attacks the tin rich

grain boundarY Phase.

X-ray diffraction examinations' using the Debye-

Scherrer technique, were carried out on alloys selected

from Table 2.I to have structures which lay well l¡tithin

the ß, ß+Y, Yr and ytsn phase fields. While this proved

useful in identifying the individual phases, and as will

be described in chapter 3 in obtaining important
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FIGURT 2.6 Scanning electron micrograph showing a
"broad." grain boundary produced by
partiat removal of tin rich material
during metallographic polishing.
x 1000
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crystallographic information on the structure of the

y phase, the X-tay technique proved to be less

sensitíve than optical microscopy in establishing the

location of the phase bounclaries. For example, although

the diffractometer trace for the 27.5 wL. % Sn alloy

showed the presence of Sn as well as the y phase'

diffraction lines from tin were not able to be deLected

on the 26.8 wi-. 3 Sn alloy even though as shown in

Figure 2.4 a thin layer of the tin rich phase was present.

2.4 DISCUSSTON

The present investigation has clearly established

that the y phase in the Ag-sn system exists not as the

single s.toichiometric compound. Ag3Sn, the composition of

which would be 73.15 ? Ag, 26.85 wt. B Sn, but as a solid

solution, the composition limits of v¿hich have been more

precisely d.elineated than previously. On the silver rich

side the limit of the y phase field would appear now to

be within the range 25.6 to 26.0 wt. I Sn, while on the

tin rich side the upper limit of solubility of sn in the

l phase is between 26.7 and 26-8 wt- t Sn. In this

respect the present work is at variance with the early

proposal of Petrenko (1907) whose phase diagram showed a

phase of invariant composition corresponding to Ag3sn

and also with Murphy's conclusion that the Y phase existed

over a narrow range (not more than 0.9 wt'. I Sn) of

composition around 26.85 wt. I Sn. in the published
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discussion of Murphy ts paper on which the generally

accepted phase diagram is based, the question of the

extent of the y phase field was raised by Dr. D. Hanson.

Murphy reported that he had observed the 27 wL. Z Sn

alloy to be duplex while the 26 wt. Z Sn alloy could be

made "homogeneous", and that this led him to conclude

(in a way which is by no means obvious ! ) that the range

of solubiliLy of tin in the Y phase was less than 0.9 wt.

? Sn. Ilume-Rothery in published correspondence on the

paper, noted the "thick" graín boundaries in the

micrographs of the polished and etched. alIoys containJ.ng

26. 85 wt. ? Sn which Murphy had observed as being

homogeneous y phase, and suggested that "the thick grain

boundaries may quite weII hid.e traces of a second

constituent." This possibility was not, however,

accepted by Murphy who ascribed the appearance of the

grain boundaries to "fissures caused by partial dis-

integration of the brittle alloy." In the light of the

present investigation it woutd seem that Hume-Rothery

vlas correct for in the al-loy containing 26.8 wt. I Sn

the presence of a thin film of a second, tin-rich, phase

around the grain boundaries of the Y phase was

unequivocally established. This was not detected in aIloys

containing 26.7 wE. t Sn which were homogeneous "y phase,

so it may be concluded that the upper limit of solid

solubility of tin in the 1 phase must lie between 26.7

and 26.8 wt,. * Sn. The lower limit of solid solubility

of tin in the y phase has now been shown to lie between
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25.6 and 26.0 wE. t Snr so that' the width of the Y

phase field at room temperature is at least 0.7 wÈ. B Sn

although it must be l-ess than L.2 wt-- Z Sn.

As mentioned in Sectíon 2.3, X-ray díffraction

was less sensitive than opticat microscopy in establishing

tin along the y grain boundaries. Likewise, Johnson and

Carwile (1978) observed tin in the microstructure of an

alloy corresponding to stoichiometric Ag3sn but could

not detect this film of tin by x-ray diffraction. rt is

interesting to note that it is clear that an all-oy of

composition corresponding to the stoichiometric cornpound

Ag3Sn, i.e. 25 at ? sn or 26.85 wt. Z Sn lies outside the

single phase Y fietd and within the (y+Sn) two phase

region of the phase d.iagram. For this reason the use of

the formula Ag3Sn to denote the y phase of the silver tin

system is a misnomer. Ir{ore important however, is the

fact that if the formula A93Sn (i.e - 26.85 wt- 3 Sn) is

used as the basis for formulating an alloy in the

expectation that it wilt be of homogeneous y phase

structure, a two phase alloy wiIl, in fact, result' As

has been described above, the detection of a very thin

film of the tin-rich grain boundary phase requires

carefully controlled metallographic techniques, in the

absence of which the second phase may be entirely over-

looked. This is specially significant because the major

interest in silver-tin alloys of these compositions arises

from their use as dental amalgam alloys where a reaction
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of the alloys with mercury takes place. In common with

many alloy-liquid metal systems (Kamdar L973, Nicholas

and Old lg7g, OId 1980) the grain boundaries constítute

zones of hígh reactivity towards mercury so that the

presence of a thin grain boundary film of a second phase

would tend to assume disproportionate meaning particularly

in a fundamental study of such a reaction. Several of the

more recently published studies of the reaction between

silver-tin alloys and mercury would now appear to have

involved these duplex (y+Sn) alloys rather than single

phase y alIoys . For example, Ryge, Mof fett and Barl<ov¡

(1953) used an alloy of composition 26.85 wt. % Sn for a

stud.y of the formation and nature of the product.s of

reacLion of what they believed to be a homogeneous Y phase

aIloy with mercury. The published optical micrograph of

this al1oy, however, quite clearly shows the presence of

"wid,e" grain boundaries. This micrograph was subsequently

reprod.uced in one of the standard text books on dental

amalgam (Skinner,s science of Dental Materials by

R.W. phillips 7th ed. 1973) where the misconception

relating to the significance of "wide" grain boundaries

has been further compounded (p. 307) by the implication

that they are in some way inclicative of an homogeneous

structure. Vüing and Ryge (1965) Iikewise used an a1loy

containing 26.85 wt. B Sn for a study of the reaction with

mercury and once again, âD examination of the published

optical micrograph of the alloy reproduced here in Figure 2'7

showed the presence of "wide" grain boundaries. wing and
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FIGURE 2.7 Pu-blished photomícrograph from Wing and
Iìyge (1965).
Original caption: "Homogeneous structure
with wide graj-n boundaries; annealed
Ag3Sn."
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Ryge observed preferential grain boundary attack by

mercury and put forward the suggestion that the explanation

of this result may be that the "wide" grain boundaries of

their alloy may contain a second phase of high tin

content. Although no experimental evidence in support of

this suggestion was presented. by Wing and Ryge, it is clear

from the present investigation that their interpretation

was probablY correct.

Wing and Ryge's investigation (1965) into the

reaction with mercury covered silver-tin alloys with a

wide range of composition ano they showed that changes in

microstructure were of great importance. This has

practical implications for the manufacture of dental

amalgam alloys. One of the recent developments in this

field involves rapidly solidified alloys produced for

example, by atomj-sation from the liquid state (e'g'

"Sphericorl", manufactured by Southern Denta1 Industries)

and by the use of higher cooling rates produced by the

process of "splat quenching". The precise nature of the

microstructure developed by Èhese rapid soLidification

techniques has not yet been satisfactorily determined'

and strbstantial departures from the equilibrium micro-

strucÈures would. be expected. Ttre problems of predicting

the microstructure of rapidly solidified peritectic alloys

have recently been revier^red by Hillert (1979) and. it

appeared surprising that Wood and his co-l¡Iorkers (L976,

1978), and Johnson et aI. (1974) claim to have generated
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single phase a1loys by these techniques. Tkre conclusions

of Wood et aI. were reached mainly on the basis of X-ray

diffraction studies which as mentioned' in Section 2.3

above are comparatively insensitive. To throw further

light on this matter a specimen'of "splat quenched" alloy

kíndly supplied by Dr. J.v. wood, university of cambridge'

was exanined using the metallographic procedures described

ín section 2.L. As can be seen in photomicrograph

Figure 2.8 the alloy prepared by this technique contains

at least three immediately discernible phases. A full

analysis of this microstructure has not been undertaken

as the interpretation is complicated by the fact that the

aJ-Ioy contains 4 wE. % cu. It is clear however, that in

spite of lrloodts assertion to the contrary, this "sp1at

quenchecl" maLerial does not have a homogeneous single

phase y structure, an<l indeed the task of producing such

a structure using the splat quenched technique would

appear to be a formidable one.
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FTGURI 2.8 "Splat quenched" alloy supplied by
Dr. J.V. Wood, University of Cambridge.
The al1oy has at least 3 discernible
phases.
x 700
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CHAPTER 3

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE Y PHASE OF THE Ag-SN SYSTEM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

As has been pointed out in the introductory chapter

(section 1.3) although it is now widely accepted that the

crystal structure of the Y phase of the silver-tin system

can be described, in terms of an orthorhombic unit ceIl,

two dÍfferent orthorhombic ce.lls have been proposed' On

one hand, Nial et al. (1931) suggested a unit ceII

(Figure 3.1 a) with lattice consLants a = 2'989 'A''

b = 5.L49, c - 8.77I whereas on the other, Fairhurst (1966)

and Fairhurst and Cohen (L972) proposed a unit ceII

(figure 3.1 b) which conformed to the orthorbombic

pmmn oii ll". 59 with latrice constants a = 5.968 Â,

b = 4.780 and c = 5.184. It wilt be noted that apart

from smaII differences in the unit cell dimensions (which

presumably arise from differences in experimental technique,

specimen preparation etc.) and the use of a different

nomenclature by the two groups, so that the b and c

dimensions of one cell must be interchanged to make them

equivalent to the corresponding dimensions in the other,

the essential difference between the two is that the

Fairhurst unit cell has twice the a dimension of the

Nial cell.
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c

FIGURE 3.1 (a)

o

The unit ceIl ProPosed bY
NiaI et, at. (1931).

b

c

o

b

The unit cell ProPosed bY
Fairhurst (1966) . (Black
atoms represent Sn, white
atoms represent Ag.)

rcI

I

FIGURE 3. I (b)
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Fairhurst arrived at his unit ce11 after obtaining

x-ray íntensity data which could be interpreted only on

the assumption that the material was ordered. By using

extremely long exposure times (3-s days) with single

crystals and a precession cainera, Fairhurst was able to

observe a very weak X-ray reflection which on the basis

of his unit cell was assigned 200 índices. The

corresponding reflection was apparen{-Iy not detected by

Nial et aI. on their Debye-scherrer photographs. (This

is perhaps understandable in view of Fairhurstrs

observation that tire relative intensíty of the 2o0

reflection and the strong 4OO reflections was 48321144I) .

Fairhurst was able to account for this and several other

weak refl-ections by assuming that the structure was

ordered and that planes at x = % and x = ? contained all

silver atoms while the intermediate planes at x - 4

contained half silver and half tin atoms. The difficulty

in detecting the ordering was accentuated by the fact

that the atomic scattering factors for X-rays for silver

and tin are very close.

From an inspection of Figure 3-I (b) it will be

real-ised that if instead of being ordered, the materiaL

is disordered so that the probability of finding each of

the sites occupied by one of the atom species is

proportional t,o the atomic concentration of that atom in

the alloy, Èhen the x = k plane in the Fairhurst model is

exactly equivalent to the x = 0 and x = I planes and hence
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no 2oo reflection would occur. In this event it would

then appear more logical to describe the structure in

terms of the Nial unit cell to which the Fairhurst model

would reduce. As has already been pointed out Fairhurst's

experimental evidence, however, established the presence

of. a weak 2OO reflection (or the equivalent 100 on Nialrs

model) which would be totally forbid<len (zero intensíty)

on Nial's model.

InspiteofthepublicationofFairhurstand

cohenrs evidence, support for the model of NiaI et aI.

contained in the líterature (Malhotra and Lawless L975,

Wood and Jacombs L976, Wood and King L97B) has persisted

so that further evidence relating to thís dichotomy is

clearly needed. Moreover, as will be seen from the

nature of the research presented in chapters 4 and 5 it

was essential in the present investigation to resolve

this controversy over the dimensions of the orthorhombic

unit. cell in order to calculate, with the assistance of

accurate measurements of interplanar spacings, crystallo-

graphic data such as the intensities of X-ray and electron

beams diffracted from the material, structure factor

parameters, stereographic projections, angles between

planes, angles between directions and other information

required for the interpretation of metallographic

observations.
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3,2 X-RAY DTFFRACTTON TECHNIOUES AND ANALYSIS

Precision measurements of the interplanar Spacings

of selected aIIoys were obtained using x-ray diffraction

techniques. (siemens Kristalloflex 4 with Type F

diffractometer) . Powder of 325 mesh sj-ze (n'SO Um) was

seated ín silica capsules and annealed under a pressure

of 0.5 atmosphere of argon at 300'C fox 15 hours. Prior

to the X-ray analysis a Au standard was used to align

the diffractometer in the forward and reverse modes and

for internal calibration silicon porvcler was mixed wiLlt

the powder of the alloy under examination. A diffracl-ometer

scan speed of I/L}"/minute was used. with Fe filtered co

radiation at 30 kv, 14 mA with an aperLure diaphragm of

4" and a detector aperture of 0'1 mm'

To assist with the determination of the lattice

parameters and unit ceII dimensions the generalised

computer program developed by Appleman et aI. (L972) was

found to be useful. This program which can be applied

to alI crystal systems provi-des successive least sguare

approximations of observed and theoreÈical values of 20

for each of the diffraction maxima. The output yields a

tabulation of the indices of the diffracting planes, their

observed and theoretical interplanar spacings and the unit

cell- dimensions of the crystal under examinat'ion.

For

of each of

the

the

theoretical calculation of the intensities

diffraction maxima the standard computer
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program ./.:-AZY PULVERIX" prepared by Yvon et aI. (L977)

was employecl. Vtith the aid of this program and the sub-

routine of Böhm et aI. 0975) which is incorporated into

íL, tables of theoretical values of normalized x-ray

intensity, (along with other diffraction data such as

structure factor parameters, multiplicity , LorettLz-

polari zaLíon parameters etc. ) can be produced- The atoms

withín the unit cell may be specified both by type (i.e.

in terms of atomic scattering factor) and position. The

program also has the facility of presenting the intensity

data in a graphical form similar to that of a diffractometer

trace. This proved convenient when making comparisons

between theoretical and experimental diffraction data'

3.3 CRYSTALLOG RAPHY OF THE Y PHASE

3.3.1 X-ray line i ntensitv calcul-ations

confirmation of the conclusion referred to in

section 3.1 Èhat if the material is considered to be

disordered the Fairhurst and Nial unit cells are

equivalent, was obtained from the fact that calculations

of the x,ray line intensity made on the basis of each of

the two mod.els gave identical results. calculations

were also carried' out to compare the X-ray line

intensities from ordered and, disordered. crystals using

Fairhurst and Cohenrs unit. ceII and the ordered structure

which they proposed (1972). The results of these

calculations are shown in Table 3. I where differences in
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1TADLE 3.1

X-ray line íntensíties for ordered and disordered
crystals using Fairhurst and Cohenrs unit cell

Disordered Ordered

d

5.968
5.r84
4.780
3.9L4
3.73r
3.s14
3.028
2.984
2.592
2.586
2.s3L
2.390
2.378
2.279
2.775
2.2r9
2.t7L
2.r29
2.039
1.989
1.957
1. 866

1.857
r.8 37

1.8II
r.757
1.75s
1.731

hkt
r00
00r
010

101

It0
011

I1l
200

002

20L
2]-0

020

L02

0]-2

2LL
L20

o2L

TL2

L2L
300

202

220

301

310

2L2

022

22L
3lr

I
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

118.3
234.6

0.0
372.L

0.0
482.7
960.9

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

69 .9

I39 .0
0.0

hkl

001

101

I10
011
11r
200

002
20r

020
LO2

012

2LL

o2L

LT2

T2L

202

220

30r
3r0
2L2

022
22L
3TI

I

0.5*

0.3*
0.5*
L.2*
0.4*
0. r*

119 .8
236.8

375 .1
0.3*

484.3
968.4

0.1*
0.0
0.r*

0.9*
0. r*
0 .l*
0.r*
0. 1*

70. 3

138. I
0. 1*

00

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
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theoretical line intensity for the ordered and dísordered

states are indj-cated with an asterisk. Although this

table reveals that over the range of d values some 15

"crítical" lines could be expected to be present in the

ordered state, (and could therefore provide ready

evídenceoforclering),acloseexaminationindicates

that each of these lines have extremely low intensities

(<L.2). For example, it will be seen in Table 3'1 that

one of these "criLical" lines is the 200 which has an

intensityof0.t.Bycomparison,theintensityofthe

"noncritical" Iinesr e.9 ' 2LL, 020 etc' are several

orders of magnitude higher (e.g. 968, 375 respectively) '

This table highlights the problem of detecting evidence

oforderinginthematerialbyX-raydiffractiona

problem which trairhurst and Cohen met by usíng very long

exposures with their precession camera'

X-rayfacilitiesofthekindusedbyFairhurst

and cohen were not available for the present investigation

so an alternative approach involving the use of electron

diffraction rather than x-ray diffraction was adopted'

This had the benefit of enhancing the differences in

scattering efficiency of Ag and Sn atoms ' Of greater

importance, however' !{as the fact that a thin foil of

material could be manipulated in the goniometer stage of

an electronmicroscope into such an oríentation that low

intensity electron diffraction spots corresponding to

the critical reflectíons could be expected if the material
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were ordered whereas íf, the material were disordered,

these "critical" reflections would again be forbidden

and the "critical" diffraction spots would not be

recorded on the electron diffraction pattern.

3.3.2 Electron di ffraction observations

A table of kinematic electron sÈructure factors

for the Fairhurst ordered and disordered structures was

kindty prepared by Mr. D.J' Netherway G979) on the basis

of the electron scattering factors of Doyle and Turner

(1968).AportionofthistableisshowninTable3.2

where it can again be seen that the reflections indexed

with an asterisk constítute "critical" reflections in the

sense that they will be present (albeit weak) if the

structure is ordered but will have zeTo intensity if the

structure is disordered. The possibility then arises of

being able to establish whether or not the material is

ordered on the basis of the presence or absence of one

of these "critical" reflections in a single crystal

electron diffraction pattern. In so doing care must of

course be taken to eliminate the possibilit'y that extra

(,,forbidden") reflections didnot arise from other sources

such as double diffraction, which are not related to the

presence or absence of ordering. From an understanding

of the above factors and the diffraction process in the

orthorhombic y phase, the tOOfl orientation was selected

as being an appropriate one for an experiment to establish

the presence or absence of a critical reflection and hence
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TABLE 3.2

Kínematic electron structure factors for the

Fairhurst ordered and disordered structures

Dísordered Ordered

d

5.968
5. I84
4.780
3.9 14

3. 73r
3.s14
3.023
2.984
2.s92
2.586
2.s3L
2 .390
2.378
2.279
2.275
2.2L9
2.T7L
2.L29
2.039
1.989
L.957
t. 866

1.8s7
1.837
I. 8I}
L.757
I.755
1.731

hkr
100

001

010

r01
I10
011

111

200

002
20L
2L0

020

L02

0t2
2rt
L20

02r
LL2

L2L

300

202

220

301

310

2]-2

022

22L

3I1

hkl
100

001

0I0
r01
1I0
011

111

200

002

20L
2r0
020

L02

0L2

2Ll.

L20

02r
LL2

L2L
300

202

220

30r
3I0
2l-2
022

22L
3II

lr l'
0.000
2.369
0 .000
0.035
0 .000
0.s71
0.089
0 .000

750 .438
743.07L

0.000
2682.78s

0.099
1873.426
t877.49s

0.000
0.949
0 .205
0.016
0.000
3.21I
0.000
0.013
0.000
0.961

416.9s9
4 13 .33s

0.039

lnl'
0.000
0.108
0 .000
5 .09 B*

6.899*
8.034*
1.468*
3.367*

752.022
7 42.312

0.000
2682 .7 85

1.58 3*

L872.459
r878.O25

0.000
0.279
0 .001
0.273
0.000
4.447
0.329
0. r44
0.30r
0.269

4J.7 .376
4 13. r35

0. I79
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to provide independent evidence as to whether or not the

y phase is ordered ín the manner proposed by Fairhurst

and Cohen.

The electron diffraction pattern from a single

crystal in a thin foil with an orientation [00rJ would,

if the ordered unit cell of Fairhurst is considered, be

expected to provide an electron diffraction pattern of

the following kincl:
42O' o4o0

sio
22O. ,2oo Foil orientation [001]

I io ordered structure
o2o' tooo

If , on the other hand, the tnaterial was disordered

then the reflections of the kind 110, 200, 220 wj-LL' as

shown in Table 3.2 be forbidden (zero inLensity). The

electron diffraction pattern for an IOOf] zone would be

as follows:
42O. o4 O O

Foil orientation IOOf]

Disordered structure
ao20 a000

The experimental electron diffraction pattern, illustrated

in Figure 3.2 is clearly of the former kind, i.e. the

superlattice reflections 110 ' 200 etc. , characteristic

of the ordered structure can be clearly seen. An

examination of this diffraction pattern reveal-s that the

weak reflect.ions indexed as 110, 200 etc. cannot be
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FTGURE 3 2 Electron diffraction pattern of the
[00I] zone containing low intensity
superlattice ref lections .

(See text for indexing.)
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accounted for by double diffraction. It should be

pointed out in passíng that the electron diffraction

pattern which has been ind.exed according to a unit cell

based on the disordered Fairhurst model, may as discussed

in Section 3.1 be ind.exed according to the NiaI unit cell'

In this event the 400 spot, for example, would be indexed

2OO etc. However, the general argument relating to the

significance of the additional reflections shown in

Figure 3.2 sti1l aPPlies-

The conclusion derived from studíes of this kind

is that the electron diffraction patterns can be fully

interpreted on the basis of an ordered structure with a

unit cell as specified by Fairhurst and cohen. The

results are not consistent with the material having a

disordered structure (i.e. a unit ceII which can be shown

to reduce to the Niat mod'eI) .

3.3 3 Determination of i lanar spacings for the y phasenterp

To provide data for the interpretation of electron

diffraction and electron channelling patterns to be

discussed^ in chapters 4 and 5, interplanar spacings for

the y phase were required. Having obtained. ind'ependent

evidence in support of the work of Fairhurst and cohen'

x-ray diffraction data obtained from d.iffractometer traces

was interpreted on the basis of the Fairhurst and cohen

(1g72) sÈructure. Ítre conditions for diffraction were:

h00:h=2n hk0 h+k=2n 0k0:k=2n
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These conditions are consistent with Pmmn - 
";; 

(No. 59]

(Internatíonal Tab1es for X-ray Crystallography, Volume 1).

Table 3.3 lists the hkl's associated with the experi-

mentally observed d values. Tkre refinement of these

experimental values produced orthorhombic lattice

constants of a = 5.967 Ã, b = 4.78I and c = 5.183.

The resul-ts tabulated in Table 3.3 were obtained

using a silver-tin altoy containing 26.5 wL. å Sn and as

discussed in Chapter 2 represents a composition Èowards

the midpoint of the range of stability of the Y phase,

This alloy composition was used for the studies to l¡e

reported in chapters 4 and 5 where it was desirable to

ensure that the material was of an homogeneous Y phase

structure, i.e. that neither ß phase or tin were present

in the alIoy. The variation in lattice parameters across

the narrow range of stability of the Y phase has not been

investigated.

3.4 DISCUSSION

The controversy surrounding the determination of

the crystal structure and lattice parameters of the Y

phase appears to have lingered on for weII over half a

century. From the earliest work by Preston (1926) to the

Iatest by Wood and King (1979) there appears to be doubt

as to its true nature. The question of ordering in the

Iattice was considered as early as L926 when Hume-Rothery

suggested to Preston that the Y phase could not have a
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TABLE 3.3

Experimental d spacings for 26.5 wB 4 Sn y phase.

hkl dexp

002

20L

020

0L2

400

014

4L2

040

024

034

440

2.589

2.587

2. 388

2.277

1.49r

I.2s1

L.248

1.195

1.139

1.005

0.9 33

Lattice Parameters a = 5.967 Å

þ = 4.781
c = 5.l-83
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simpl-e hexagonal unit. cell as this crystal structure

would require the y phase to be disordered, as with only

two atoms per unit cell the stoichiometry could not be

satisfíed. Indeed, Hume-Rothery proposed that the unit

cell could be formed by ordering within each layer so

that an hexagonal super lattj-ce is formed with I atoms

per unit cell (rigure 3.3). Fairhurst (1966) considered

a structure which was essentj-ally equivalent to that

proposed by Hume-Rothery although Fairhurst described it

in terms of an orthorhombic unit ce1l. However, Fairhurst

noted that the unit cel1 woul.d be double irr the c

direction, a result he could not account for from his

experimental work. Because of this 'ì-ncompatability' with

the experimental observations the model was discarded.

Further evidence against the Hume-Rothery model was

obtained in the present investigation by carrying out

X-ray line intensity calculations for this model using

the procedures of Section 3.3.1. The results are shown

in Tab1e 3.4. On the basis of the model seven reflecti-ons

of moderate intensity should be observed. with a d spacing

experimentally.

Ttre relatively short X-ray exposure times employed

with the Debye-Scherrer technique does not allow the

detection of weak superlattice reflections, the detection

of which are essential to enable the ordered and disordered

structures to be differentiated. This clearly provides an
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TABLE 3.4

Theoretical intensity calculations for Hume-Rotheryr s

Multiple Hexagonal unit cell-

hk1 FhklId

4.78L

4.342

3. 731

3.514

3.51r

3.028

2.80L

2.592

2.586

2.535

2. 531

2.459

2.39L

2.278

2.274

2.L29

2.042

r.902

r. 836

1.812

0r0

011

110

0L2

111

LL2

013

004

202

113

2L0

2LL

020

014

212

114

2t3

015

3I0

rls

53

85

58

43

86

67

27

16I

320

41

20

37

507

s00

99s

24

2l

9

I
t2

92

91

89

83

80

85

84

314

314

81

81

81

613

457

455

77

76

74

73

67
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explanation of the fact that Wood and Jacombs (L976) and

wood and King (1978) were led to the false conclusíon

that their Debye-Scherrer X-ray results provided evidence

in support of a disordered structure with lattice

parameters close to those of Nial et aI. These difficulties

are however, put to one side by the use of electron

diffraction techniques. The weak superlattice reflections

observed as electron diffraction patterns from singÌe

crystals of the y phase a}loy in the [001] orientation

can be accounted for only on the basis of an ordered

orthorhombic structure. This evid.ence therefore

constitutes unequivocal and independent confirmation of

the strucLure proposed earlier by Fairhurst and Cohen.
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CHAPTER 4

THE REACTION OF Y PHASE Ag-Sn ALLOY WITH MERCURY

4.L INTRODUCTION

The nature of the products of the reaction between

a Ag-Sn alloy containing a substantial amount of y phase

and mercury was established by wing (1966) from studies

using optical metallography and electron probe micro-

analysis of amalgams prepareö, from commercial spherical

particle aIIoys. A typical microstructure of an amalgam

prepared using wing's techniques was shown in Figure 1.3

where the silver rich product phase Agzlf¿g3 designated y1

and the tin rich produce phase sn7-sHg designated Y2 wêfê

identified on the basis of Wing's analysis. What is not

clear from wing's study of the reaction however, is the

mechanism by which the reaction of mercury with the Y

phase Ag-Sn alloy actually proceeds. The significance of

gaining an understanding of the mechanism of the reaction

as weII aS the nature of the reaction products arises

from the opportunity which such information may provide

to control or modify the reaction in such a way that the

properties of the dental amalgam are optimised'

As background to a more fundamental study involving

the use of laboraÈory prePared alloys, some preliminary

experiments were undertaken using a conmercial spherical'
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particle dental amalgam alloy and standard clinical

procedures for preparing dental amalgam. In Section 4.2

below these observations will be reported and some

evidence suggesting a crystallographic dependence of

mercury attack will be shown. As can be seen in Figure

I.3 this commercial spherical parLicle a1loy had a micro-

structure which was far removed from single y phase ' The

interpretation of the reaction of this complex alloy with

mercury would therefore be difficult'

Toovercomethesedifficultiesrfilingsofa

laboratory alloy of exactly y phase structure (26.5 wL. Z

sn) $7ere produced, and amalgams were prepared from this,

again using standard clinical techniques. The results

obtained with laboratory prepared material are reported

in section 4.3. A crystallographically dependent mercury

attack was then apparent and to throw further light on

{*ris, experiments involving the reaction of mercury

initially with bars of polycrystalline y phase material

and then with single crystals v¡ere carried out. These

are reported in Sections 4.3 and 4'5'

4.2 STUDIES INVOLVING A COTVTMERICAL SPHERICAL PARTICLE

ALLOY

ThematerialusedforthepreParationofthe

amalgam, the microst'ructure of which was shown in

Figure I.3, was ',Sphericon" (southern DentaI Industries)

and the manufacturerr s reconmendations .for the clinical
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PreParationofdentalamalgamfromthisalloywere
adopted (alloy? Hg ratio l0:9.0, trituration time I seconds

using the ,'ultramat" high energy mechanical amalgamator'

condensation Pressure TMPa) '

It was established by experiment that two hours

after the condensation had been completed ttre amalgam

\47as sufficiently hard, to enable a satisfactory metallo-

graphicfinishtobeobtainedbymechanicalpolishing.

Immediately fotlowing such treatment the surface of the

material was essentially flat and when examined in the

sEM displayed only a series of fine scratches originaLing

from the I um abrasive, used as the final polishing medium'

At this stage, however, the alloy reaction was by no means

complete for after a further 30 rninutes the surface

contained evidence of the development of additional

reaction products which, âs shown in Figure 4.L (a) r

appeartohavewelldefinedcrystallographicmorphology.

An EDAX analysis of these reaction products ind'ícated that

they \¡¡ere essentially Ag-Hg crystals and were presumably

the yr phase (Ag2Hg3). The '(z reaction product (Sn7-8Hg)

\¡¡as not detected on the surface of the specimen until much

longer times had el-apsed. In Figure 4.I (b) for examPle,

a long plate-like extrusion of high tin content

(presumably lù can be seen to have emerged from the

area shown in Figure 4. I (a) 19 hours after Figure 4 ' I (a)

had been taken.
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FIGURE 4. I (a)

FIGURE 4.I (b)

Metallographi-ca1ly polished amalgam
24 hours after condensation. Silver-
mercury crystals are visible on the
surface.
x 2000

Same area as 4. t (a) but 2Ià hours
after condensation. A plate-Iike
extrusion of tin-mercury has
emerged from the surface.
x 2000
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The ínterpretation of Figures 4.L (a) and 4 .L (b)

is open to the criticism that the metallographic polishing

proceduresmayhaveresultedinthesmearingofunreacted

mercury across the surface of the specimen so that further

reaction may have initiated from this surface layer.

However,afLerheavilyetchingtorevealthestruct.ure

beneath the surface, plates of \z similar to those

observed on the surface (e.g. at A in Figure 4'2) \^/ere

detected particularly around the circumference of the

spherical Particles.

Another difficulty in interpreting observations

made on commercial alloys arises from t'he fact that, in

general,theycontainotheralloyingelements,e.g.copper,

which introcluce ad.ditionat phases into the microstructure '

Moreover, because of the way in which the alloys are

prepared, substantiat departures from equilibrium micro-

structureswouldbeexpected.Thesenon-eguilibrium

effectscanbeminimizedbysubjectingthespherical
particles to an homogenízing anneal (e.g. 72 hours aE 430'C)

before reacting them with mercury. one of the consequences

of this additional annealing treat¡nent was to increase the

ygrainsizeinsphericalparticlesandthisinturn

enabled evidence of grain boundary reaction to be detected

as well as revealing evidence which suggested that

preferential attack by mercury may occur along weII

defined cryst.al planes in the Y phase (r'igure 4.3).
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FIGURE 4.2 "sphericon" amalgam showing a spherical
particle contaj-ning plates of \z and
crystals of Yr.
x 2000

FIGURE 4.3 "sphericon" amalgam containing
homogenised alloy particles which
show evidence of mercury attack
along grain boundaries as well as
along crystal planes,
x 3750
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4.3 STUDIES INVOLVING s INGLE PHASE Y ALLOY

The possibility that the reaction between mercury

andtheYphasemayoccurpreferentiallyalongsome

çrystal planes in the y phase was of particular interest.

Tfhe interpretatíon of observations made on commercial

alloys was complicated. by the fact that the alloys did

not possess a homogeneous single phase Y structure and

to overcome these difficulties a laboratory prepared al-Ioy

with a composítion d'esigned to yield a homogeneous

structurewasusedtoprepare]athecutfilings.As

shown in Figure 4.4 striking evidence (e.g. at A) of a

crystallographic preference for mercury attack on the Y

phasematerialwasfound..Inordertoeliminate

uncertainties arising from the trituration, mechanical

polishing and metallographic etching procedures' a more

fundamental approach was adopted which involved studies

of mercury attack on freshly fractured. surfaces of

tensile specj-mens of a polycrystalline y phase alloy'

The material was extremely brittle and displayed

characteristic intercrystalline and cleavage fracture.

As shown in Figure 4.5, prior to application of mercury

numerous deformation markings were observed on the newly

exposed fracture surfaces, the nature of which will be

discussed below. The application of a small quantity of

mercury to these surfaces resulted in the immediate

wetting by the mercury so that most, of the surface detail

of individual crystals was masked by a liquid film
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FIGURE 4.4 An amalgam prepared from a lathe cut
single y phase aIloy. The y phase
labelled A demonstrates mercury attack
along weÌl defined crystallographic
planes.
x 1600
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FIGURE 4.5 Deformation markíngs visible on the
surface of tensile fractured
polycrystalline y phase.
x 4000

FIGURE 4.6 Masking of the y crystalline surface
by mercury.
x 1600
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(r'igure 4.61 . However, after the elapse of a period

between one and two hours, the reaction between mercury

and the y phase proceeded to the stage at which the

mercury film \^Ias no longer visible. It was quite apparent

that the reaction had produced. a dramatic change in the

surface features of the Y crystals. Notably there was a

change from the crystalline surface of Figure 4.5 to a

surface which was no longer smooth but instead displayed

evidence of reactíon along crystal planes together with

crack development within y crystals. For example, in

Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the Y su.rface demonstrates attack

along well defined crystal planes with greatest

penetration of mercury at the intersection of these

planes. Another feature of. this attack as shor^¡n in

Figure 4.9, were cracl<s within Y crystals, which appear

to have devetoped from the initial penetration of mercury

along crystal planes. The dissolution of silver and tin

atoms from the crystallographic reaction meant of courset

that reaction producLs must be produced'. In fact,

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show reaction products lying on

reacted. y crystal surfaces. An EDAX analysis of the

crystal of weII defined morphology (labeIled A) in

Figure 4. I revealed the presence of si'Iver and mercury in

the reaction product, suggesting this to be the silver-

mercury phase (usually designated YI) of the silver-tin-

mercury system. In other areas, Iong plate-Iike crystals

of the tin-mercury phase (usually designated '¡2) were also

observed.
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FIGURE 4.7

FIGURE 4.8

The y surface demonstrating preferential
attack by mercury along crystal planes.
Note enhánced. reaction at the intersection
of crystal planes.
x 2750

The crystal labelled
silver-mercury while
contains evidence of
attack along crYstal
x 1600

A consists of
the y surface B
preferential
planes.
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FIGURE 4.9 Mercury attack on the y phase showing
cracks within the Y crYstal and the
formation of reaction product (A).
x 4800
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To obtain precise information on the nature of the

markings such as those shown in Figure 4.7, experiments

ínvolving mercury attack on single crystals of y phase of

known orientatíon were undertaken. The single crystals

required for these studies were able to be extracted

from the fracture surfaces of polycrystalline specimens

with the aid of a dissecting microscope, a scalpel and a

pair of fine tweezers. These single crystals had

dimensions which were typically of the order 0.4 0.6

millimetres so that determination of their crystallographic

orientation could not convenie:ntly be carried out using

X-ray dif fractj-on techniques. On the other hand, the

thickness of the crystals was, in general, too great to

enable transmission electronmicroscopy to be used.

However, the comparatively recent technique of Electron

Channelling (Hren, Goldstein and. Joy 1979, Grundy and

Jones L976) was ideally suited to the determination of

tJ.e orientation of single crystals of these dimensions.

The JEOL 120Cx electron microscope sras equipped with a

scanning facility which was able to be operated in a

mode which enabled electron channelling patterns to be

generated. A brief account of this technique is

presented below.

4.4 ELECTRON CHANNELLING

Kikuchi patterns are formed in the

mode by inelastic scattering of electrons

transmission

to produce an
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angulardistríbutionofelectronswhichareincidenton

crystal planes at angles which satisfy the Bragg criteria'

These erectrons then undergo diffraction to produce the

familiar Kikuchi lines. In the case of Electron channelling

on the other hand' use is made of the variation of the

intensity of inelastically scattered' electrons with angular

deviation from the Bragg con'Jition' Here' a range of

incident angles is produced by rocking the incident beam

throughaknownsolidanglewhilethemicroscopeisjn

the scanning mode. The intensity of back scattered

secondary electrons prod'uced during the inelastic

collisions of the inciden'b electrons is detected' This

isrelatedtotheinelasticscatteringintensitywhich

inturnisdependentonangulardeviationfromtheexact

Braggcondition.Henceacrystallographicallydepenclent

distribution of electrons is produced in which an array

of linear discontinuities corresponding to the exact

fulfilmentoftheBraggd.iffractionconditionsofthe

incident el-ectron beam is generated' The image formed by

the backscattered electron detector contains an array of

crystal}ographicallydependentlineswhichmakeuPthe

Electron channelling Pattern (g.c.P.). The symmetry of

the arrays of lines on these E'C'P.'s is' like that of

Kikuchi patterns, determined by the conditions of

diffractioninthecrystalandcan,inasimilarwâYlbe

usedtodeterminet,hecrystallographicorientationofthe

crys taI.
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In the context of the present research the

fundamental advantage of Electron Channelling is that

this crystallographic information can be obtained from

the surface of a comparatively massíve specimen of the

kind required for metallographic observations. A

typical E.C.P. from a single crysLal of the y phase and

illustratíng the [001] zone axis is shown in Figure 4.I0.

4.5 CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSTS OF SINGLE CRYSTAL

DEFORMATTON MARKINGS

An S.E.M. micrograph of a crystal of homogeneous

y phase which was subjected to investigation in this

manner is shown in Figure 4. tl (a) ' and a sketch of the

crystal on which specific features are identified in

Figure 4.11 (b). The crystallographic orientation of the

crystal is also indicated in Figure 4.11 (b) . This poty-

hedral crysl-al was setected for crystallographic analysis

because the adjacent faces of the crystal were reasonably

planar and were traversed by deformation markings which

could be followed from one crystal face to the next so

that trace analyses \^/ere made relatively easy. The

procedure adopted to determine the orientation of this

crystal was as follows:-

The crystal, mounted on a high angle goniometer

stage, v¡as oriented with Face A normal t'o the

incident beam. An Electron Channelling Pattern

and corresponding S.E.M. photomicrograph were

I
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FIGURB 4.IO An electron channelling pattern from the
"¡ phase of the [00I] zone axis.
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FIGURE 4.LI (a) A crystal of y phase displaying
deformation markings.
x 200

FIGURE 4.11 (b) Interpretation of Figure 4.11 (a).
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taken to enable the E.C.P. to be correctly

oriented relative to the crystal surface.

The crystal was then rotated about an axis

corresponding to the direction X-Y ín Figure 4.II
(b) until Face B was normal to the incident beam

and the orientation of Face B was obtained from an

E.C.P. as described above.

The orientation of Face C was determined by using

the double tilt stage and. til.ting the crystal

face until it was normal to the incident beam.

The direction of the three principle crystallo-

graphic axes in the crystal were obtained from an

analysis of this information. For the specimen

shown in Figure 4.11 (a) the crystal faces A, B

and C although not exactly planar, were very close

to the low index planes (0I0), (001) and (100)

respectively. Measurements mad.e in the microscope

using the calibrated goniometer and tilt rotation

stages confirmed that the angles between the faces

were close to 90" as would be expected.

The goniometer stage proved useful in providing

confirmatory evidence for the validity of the crystallo-

graphic analyses. For example, during the rotation from

Face A to Face B about the axis xY (which corresponded

approximately to the direction [00I]), a succession of

poles was observed on the E.C.P.rs. The progress of the

3

4
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tiltíng operation vras also followed by reference to the

correspondíng map of the most intense diffracting planes

(see Appendíx 2). An example of an intermediate E.C.P.

is shown in Figure 4.L2. Here, at a tilt of 45" from

Face A, the electron beam was incident in the t0IÏl
direction. This orientation is of particular rel-evance

because as can be seen in Figure 4.1I the traces of the

deformation markings in faces At B and C a1l lay

approximately parallel to the axis of rotation XY. As

can be seen from the standard project.ion of Face A

(rigure 4.13), these features lay paraIlel to Lhe (0II),

suggesting that the deformation markings under examination

lay on the (011) plane. Further confirmation of this

interpretation was obtained from a determination of the

orientation of Face C and the direction in whi-ch the

traces of the features Iay on this surface.

4.6 STNGLB CRYSTALS AND THEIR REACTION WTTH MERCURY

The objective of this investigation was to react

mercury with a single crystal of known orientation, so

that a precise determination of the preferentially

attacked crystal planes could be made. The crystal

described in Section 4.5 was exposed to mercury and

following the reaction it was observed that not only had

attack occurred along the previously determined (OfÎ)

planes, but had also proceeded along additional sets of

markings (Figure 4.L4). These deformaÈion markings are
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FIGURE 4.L2 Electron channellirrg pattern of the
t0Ill zone axis.
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FIGURE 4.13 The (010) standard projection'
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FrcuRE 4-r4 rhe- [100] crystal face displayilg
markings lying along (011), (0lïi
and (0I0) planes.
x 2000
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from Face c of the crystal and intersect at' approximately

90e the (01-1) markings ' The crystallographic information

derived earrier together with a stereographic analysis on

thetl0o]surfacerevealedthattheintersectingplane

was (OII) . Markings at 45o to (OfI) and (01-1) can be seen

in Figure 4.L4 and these were anarysed as rying parallel

to the (010) Plane '

The intersection of (OfI) and (OfI) deformation

markings constitutes a highly reactive region

vigorous reaction wíth mercury is initiated'

illustrated j-n Figures 4'L5 (a) and

intersect.ion of the (OI1) and (011)

penetrating reaction resulting in deep planar intrusions

of notches within y crystals' Moreover'

Figure 4.15 (b) substantial reaction has

alongtheboundarybetweenthedeformationmarkingsand

thematrix.Thesignificanceofthismod'eofattackaS

a tiquid metal embrittlement pathway wilI be discussed

in Chapter 6.

Thenucleationofcrystallinereactionproductsis

observed to initiate within the mercury film covering the

y crystal. Studies of the nucleation and growth'of the

reaction products and of the rate of reaction were made

difficult by Èhe fact that the temperature of the specimen

was not able to be precisely determined' This is because

ttre proxirnity of the anticontamination plates to the

specimenstageresult'sinthespecimenbeingsignificantly

where a

This is

(b) where at the

there has been a deeP

as shown in

also occurred
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FTGURE 4.L5 (a)

x 2000

Ff cuRE 4.I5 (b)

x 4000

Preferential mercury attack
occurring at the intersect.ion
of (Oft) and (OlI) planes.
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cooledrtherebyslowingdownthereaction'Insome

instances however, evidence of nucleation of the reaction

products could be, observed after the reaction had

essentially gone to completion' On one specimen for

example , af.Eer the fílm of liquid mercury had disappeared,

a small cluster of partíc1es of reaction products was

observed on the surface of the y phase crystal. Following

the application of a second droplet of mercury to the

crystal, -the ínitial cluster of reaction products was

seen to f.i-e on the surface of a number of large well-

defined crystals (figure 4.L6) which lvere subsequently

identified by EDAX analysis to be YI' This suggested

that the nucleation of. the large crystals occurred from

nuclei present in the initial cluster of reaction product'

Figure 4.16 not only shows these nuclei and nucleation

products but also displays numerous examples of the

crystallographicnatureofthereactionwithmercury.

white the work so far has delineated the planes

along which mercury preferentially attacked, it was

necessary to confirm the nature of these deformation

markings by transmission electronmicroscopy' This

information is presented in chapter 5 and will be

followed by a discussion on the reaction of the y phase

with mercury in ChaPter 6.
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FTGURE 4'16 î;i:;"å;"?'.i3"r":l,i?:;ä:'";iå :îi:i.,
of nucleation mater:ial is label-led A.

x 1600
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CHAPTER 5

TRANSMISSIoNELEcTRoNMIcRoScoPYoFTHEYPHASE

5.1 THE ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM

The special features of this system can best be

discussed by making a comparison between the cubic and

orthorhombic system. In the case of cubic crystals, af

course, the indices of a direction in the crystal are Èhe

same as those of the plane to which that direction is

normal and the angles between directions and angles between

planes can be calculated quite easily. This is not

generally the case with orthorhombic (or with hexagonal

close packed crystals) where the indices of a direction

are not simply related to the indices of the plane to which

that direction is normal. In these cases of lower crystal

symmetry a double stereographic technique can often be used

with advantage to assist in the analysis of diffraction

patterns where the directional indices are superimposed' on

the planar indices. At aII times when carrying out these

procedures great care must be exercised to differentiate

clearly between indices of directions and the indices of

planes.

The formulae shown in Table 5.1 for

plane normals and angles between directions

crystals involves the laÈtice parameters a,

angles between

in orthorhombic

b and c so that.
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TABLE 5.1

Formulae for determination of interplanar angles

and'"::ï:ï:JT:'::,:ï";T" and

1. Ang1e $ between (h 1k 111) and. (h.2k2L2)

Cubic
hrhz+ktkz+r.tLz

cos O

lL(hJ r k12 + t12) ( 22 + k22 + Lzz))

Orthorhombic

cos 0 :, hthz * o!, krkz * !,

2. Ang1e g between [u1v1w1J and lu2vzwzf

Cubic

ulu2+vIV2*rn71w2
cos p

/l (utz r vr2 + w t2) (ur2 t vzz + w22) J

Orthorhombic

a2u1u2tb2v1v2+c2w1w2
cos p

,/[ (a2ur 2+b 2v ¡2+c2* rt) (azuz z+bzv 
22 +czw z2) J

1t 1z

J[(*,n" * ],r." * L,t")(],n,' + Luzxzz+ !*r")
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in contrast to the sítuation with cubíc crystals, in

generalrthecalculatedvalueoftheanglebetweentwo

plane normals in an orthorhombic material will apply

uniquely to that particular material so that widely

applicabletablesofcrystallographicdataofthiskind

are not available. The same difficulty arises with

standard projections which must be produced individ'ually

for different materi als '

Moreover, since interplanar spacings and angles

betweenplanenormalsaredependentonthelattice
parameters a, b, c the (h kI) plane is no longer the same

kind as the (h Ik) pl-ane. For example, the {123} have

quite different interplanar spacings to the {ZZt}, so that

nolongercantheorientationofacrystalbereferredtoa

stanclard triangle (as is the case for cubic crysÈals) ' In

both cubic and orthorhombic crystals, each quadrant of the

stereographic projection contains six triangles. However'

in the ctlbi.c system each of these triangles is equivalent,

i.e.adiffractionpatterncanbeindexedinanyoneofthe

six triangles. whereas, in the orthorhombic case the six

triangles are not equivalent so that a quadrant of the

stereographic projection must be used to index a diffraction

pattern.

5.2 KTKUCHI MÀP CONSTRUCTION

Theimplicationofusingareferencequadrantis

thattheKikuchimaPmustalsoextendoverawhole
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quadrant of the standard projection rather than a standard

triangle (or two of them) as in the cubic case. Kikuchi

patterns in conjunction with Kikuchi maPS enhance the ease

of carrying out crystallographic manípulations in the

electron microscope. Besides being able to tilt from one

zorle to another along a Kikuchi pair it is possible to

precíseIy determine the beam direction without the 180"

ambiguity associated with spot patLerns (Thomas 1966).

A manually drawn Kikuchi map centred on the t tlll

projection j-s reprod.uced in Appendix 2 rvhere it can be

seen that the map is based on a reference quadrant bou:ad

by (001) , (Ol0) and (Ï.00) and contaíns poles of the form

ñff. A computer program v¡as devised to determine which

planes passecl through the quadrant and to calculate the

angles between planes whose zone axes lie within the bounds

of the quadrant.

5.3 COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The author in collaboration with Dr. D.J. Netherway

developed two computer programs specifically for the

orthorhombic system. A very brief account of the operation

of these two programs is given below, but futl detail-s on

how to use them, together with the source listings are

given in Appendices 3 and' 4.

The first program is called oRTTIEX and calculates

the zone axis of an array of spots from a spot diffraction
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pattern. The basic input, data consists of. the distances in

míllimetres from the central spot to three other spots and

the angles between these spots. By knowing ÀL the

computer calculates d spacings from each measurement and

compares calculated angles with measured angles. Finally

a vector addition test is performed. and a zone axis

generated.

The other program is known as KORTHU and calculates

the beam direction from a Kikuchi paLtern. It requires as

input several Kikuchi spacings together v¡ith the angles

between them. When an acceptable match between input and

calculated distances and angles is obtained the beam

direction is calculated.

Stereographic projections of both planes and

directions which were used in the analysis of the twin

and. slip planes, were plotted by computer using the program

of Johari and Thomas (1969). with modifications by Pearce

(Le72) .

5.4 DETERMINATION OF SLTP PLANES

Plastically deformed bars of '¡ phase were prepared

for thin foil transmission electronmicroscoPy as described

in Section 2.2. SIip bands such as that shown in Figure

5.1 (a) were observed in numerous foils and the procedure

adopted to determine the slip plane was as follows:-
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FIGURE 5.1 (a) A : trace of (010) slip band.
B : trace of (-I0O) slip band.
Beam Direction l1+Zl.
x 33,400

FIGURE 5 .1 (b) Selected area diffraction pattern
of tldZl zone axis.
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1 Ttre foil ü/as mounted in the tilt-rotating stage

and rotated until the slip band was lying along

the tilt axís.

To determine the orientation as well as the

projected wídth of the slip band, a bright field

micrograph and corresponding diffraction pattern

!üere taken at one tilt setting. The foil was

then tilted a known number of degrees before taking

another bright field and associated d.iffraction
pattern. From this information a crystallogra¡>hic

analysis of the slip plane could be made.

The indexed diffraction pattern corresponding to

the zone axis l1+Zl is shown in Figure 5. t (b) . The

directional indíces were converted into planar indices
(5.Se , 9.l.4, 5.37) and a stereographic projection for this

orientation computed. After correcting for Èhe angle of

rotation between the micrograph and the diffraction pattern

and taking into account the projected width calculal-ion,

the trace of slip band A was found to lie along (010) while

the trace of B was found to correspond to the (100).

Another slip band showing paired and multiple

dislocations is shown in Figure 5.2. From the work

presented in Chapter 3 it was established tl¡at the y phase

consists of an ordered lattice of silver and tin atoms.

The pairing of the dislocations in Figure 5.2 is not

unexpected, because as will be discussed later, such pairs

of dislocations are often observed in ordered structures.

2
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FIGURE 5.2 SIip band showing pairs of dislocations.
x 43 ,400
FoiI orientation [023] .

Diffraction vector g(4oo) .
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5.s DETERMINATION OF TWINNING PLANES

Thetwinningplanesintheyphaseweredetermined

using similar procedures to those outlined in section 5 '4

except that microbeam diffractíon was also used. Microbeam

diffraction enables a very small pcrtion of the specímen to

be illuminated, so that tJ1e technique is particularly useful

for determining the orientation of fine twins. Figure 5 ' 3

(a)showsayphasetwinthathasbeenanalysedbymicrobeam

diffraction. The tfOZl matrix and twin orientatj-on super-

imposed on the same pattern is shown i-n Figure 5. 3 (b) with

its analysis in Figure 5.3 (c). Both the matrix and twin

reflections contain (201) ' 
(010) and (2ff) with the forbidden

(0I0) produced as a result of d.ouble d.iffraction. By

slightly altering the tilt. angle and specimen position it

v,7as possible to obtain twin and matrix diffraction patterns

separately. The twin Kikuchi pattern (rigures 5.3 (d) and

(e)) has a beam direction of [0.036, 0.086, 0.17I] or in

planar indices (1.28 , !.96 | 4'59) , while the matrix

orientation (pigure 5.3 (f)) is t302l or (I.07. 0, 0.54) '

A stereographic analysis was carried out for both the matrix

and twin orientations, and the trace of ttre twin in both

cases was found to be consistent with a ('fI) twinning

p1ane. The twin in Figure 5.3 (a) also contains stacking

faults and these were observed to lie on the (0I0) plane '

similar markings are seen within the twins of Figures 5'4 (a)

and 5.4 (b). The twinning plane in these photomicrographs

is also (2I1). From the analysis of several foils it is
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FIGURE 5.3 (a) (211) twin with (010) stacking faults.
(Note: contamination of foil in the
electron beam obscured the clarity of
the photomicrograph.)
x 86,500
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FIGURE 5. 3 (b) Microbeam diffraction : Twin and
Matrix orientiation both t1021.

FIGURE 5.3 (c) Analysis of Figure 5.3 (b).
(Open circles represent matrix spots.)
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FIGURE 5.3 (d) Twin orientatíon [0.030, 0.086, 0.171].

FIGURE 5.3 (e) Analysis of Kikuchi pattern of 5. 3 (d)
(not reproduced at the same scale as
s.3 (d) ).
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FTGURE 5 . 3 (f ) Mat.rix orientation t 30 21 .
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TIGURE 5.4 (a) A thin foil of y phase showing
twins lying along the (2LL) pIane.
x 26,000

FIGURE 5.4 (b) T\,rrins containing markings similar
o 5.3 (a) .

x 64,000
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apparent that the other twinning planes in the Y phase

are (011) and (OiI). A micrograph of a typícal (011)

twin under dark field is shown in Figure 5.5.

The discussion on tÌ¡e findings of this chapter

together with their relevance to the reaction mechanism

is presented in ChaPter 6.



L02

FIGURE 5.5 Dark field twin lying along (011) plane.
x 64,000
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTUR.E

TNVESTIGATION

the objective of the present investigation was to

examine the reaction mechanism between the y phase of the

sitver-tin system and mercury. Ëto* the optical and

electrcn-metallography presented in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5,

it is poss-ible for the first time to explain the effect of

factors such as heat treatment, amount of plastic deforma-

tion etc., oD the alloy and its sr:bsequent reaction with

mercury. The potential significance of this work is that

if the influence of these factors can be controlled, then

it may be possible to optimize the nature and distribution

of reaction products, and in this way improve the clinical

performance of dental amalgam.

The present study has shown that Previous work

(e.g. Ryge, Moffett and Barkow 1953, Wing and Ryge 1965)

on the reaction of dental amalgam alloy with mercury was

not carried out on a single phase Y alloy but on a duplex

structure containing y and sn. In the present work an

alloy of composition towards the midpoint of the range of

stability of the "¡ phase (i.e. 26.5 wt. t sn) at room

temperature v¡as selected for crystallographic and electron-

optical studies on the reaction mechanism. The
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crystallographic investigation involved both x-ray and

electron diffraction and provided unequivocal evidence that

the y phase consisted of an ordered orthorhombic crystal

lattice.

The transmission electronmicroscope study presented

in Chapter 5 revealed important structural information

about the deformation characteristics of the y phase.

Earlier work by wood and Jaconbs (L976) on a splat quencl'red

alloy of nominal Ag3Sn composition was hampered by their

lack of computerised crystallographic facitities, which are

undoubtedly required for this type of study. As a result

these workers did not analyse any structural information'

Moreoverr âs mentioned in chapter 2 the alloy that wood

and Jacombs were examining was by no means a si¡gIe phase

y structure, with the result that the analysis and

interpretation of electron diffraction patterns would have

been undulY comPlicated.

Ontheotherhandrthepresentinvestigation

developed a technique of producing thin foils from a singIe

phase homogeneous alloy. lvloreover, the determination of

beam directions from electron diffraction patterns was

derived by rigorous computer analysisr so that consistent

indexing was achievecl. Additionally, crystallographic

tilting experiments in the electron microscope were care-

fully controlled by reference to the Kikuchi map of the Y

phase. without these important crystallographic aids, the

determination of structural information by transnission
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electronmicroscopy would be extremely difficult to pursue.

The development of these techniques represents a great

advancement for future electronmicroscope studies of the

y phase.

The analysis of electron diffraction patterns

presented in Chapter 5 showed that the (0I0) plane was a

slip plane. It is apparent from the ball model of Figure

3.1b that the (o1o) is the closest packed plane, which of

course, makes the (010) slip plane a not unexpected result'

It will be noted from Figure 5.2 that in this ordered

a}Ioy, the dislocations normalty occurred in pairs, whi-ch

suggests that they may be superlattice dislocations,

comparable with those reported by Marcinkowski et al. (1961)

in ordered AuCu3.

Evidence was also obtaine<l that d.eformation twin-

ning occurred in the (211) , (011) and (011) planes.

Bearing in mind that the y phase crystal structure is very

close to being hexagonal, then the equivalent plane to the

(0II) in the hexagonal system is (f012). In fact, this is

a common twinning plane in hexagonal materials as Cd, Zrt,

Mg, Ti and Be aII have (1012) as a twinning plane. From

a two surface analysis of single crystals of Ag3Sn,

Fairhurst. and Cohen (Lg72) determined that (O-I1) \^tas a

twinning plane, and this is in agreement with the present

work. These authors examined the question of a possible

change of order brought. about by the twinning Process,

and concluded that because only smalI atomic movements
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were involved, and that the initial atom neighbours r¡/ere

not disruptecl by the twinning Process, then no change in

order would be observed. This view was supported by

vanderschaeve and sarrazLn (L977) who studied the

ínfluence of deformation twins in ordered Ni3V. In the

present investigation the twins $/ere heavily deformed and

contained large nrunbers of stacking faults. This

observation supports work reported by Partridge (L967) that'

heavily faulted twins are cofilmonly observed in hexagonal

metals. Similar results were obtained by Poirier et aI.

(1967 ) .

one of the more important findings of the present

investigation is that twins and slip planes are areas of

high reactivity where a preferential reaction with mercury

takes p]ace. It will be noted that previous observations

into this reaction have not revealed this path of attack,

although lVing and. Ryge (1965) have reported' grain boundary

penetration of mercury. Grain boundaries undoubtedly play

an important part in this reaction; however, the question

of grain bound.ary attack has, because of time corrstraints

remained outside the scope of the present investigation.

Subsequent work by the Materials Engineering Group has

indicated the importance of grain boundary attack (Abbott,

Miller and Nether\^¡ay 1981) and will be reported elsewhere'

other h/orkers have tried to explain the reaction

in terms of grain boundary diffusion of silver and tin

atoms (Okabe et aI. 19741, thermodynamical considerations

(Reynolds and Barker 1975), etc. A study by Reynolds et
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al. (1975) reported scanning electron microscope

observations of mercury attack on amalgam specimens that'

vrere fractured 13 minutes after condensation. As a

conseguence of their experimental method these workers

observed reaction products covering the Y particles and,

of course, completely missed the crystallographic nature

of the reaction. In fact, Reynolds et aI. acknowledged

that it was i-mpossible to observe the initial stages of

reactionr so that they hacl reported on the next stage of

the reaction which involved the nucleation and growth of

phases.

In the present investigation the experimental

design allowed the early stages of wetting the alloy

particles by mercury to be monitored., and hence, it was

possible to observe the initial stages of the reaction

mechanism.

As mentioned. previously, it is recognized tha1:

the grain boundaries are sites of preferential attack as

proposed by wing and Ryge (1965). In this respect the

reaction between mercury and the Y phase appears to have

a great deal in commonr âs vüing and Ryge pointed out, with

the well established, phenomena of the embrittlement of

brass by mercury. Although the phenomena of liquid metal

embrittlement (LME) has been known for well over sixty

years the nrechanism of LME is still not \^¡e11 understood

(OId and Trevena 1979) . This subject has recently been

reviewed by Otd (I9BO) who divides LlvlE into a nurnber of
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categories, and the reaction between the Y phase and

mercury clearly falls into the category described by old

as a ,,reactive system", i.e. a chemical compound is formed

between the liquid metal and the alloy system. The example

ofthisrcitedbyOldrwasthatofthecopper-lithium

system, in which following intergranular fracLure crysta]-s

of a copper lithium compound formed on the fracture face'

This reaction woul-d be comparable to the formation of Ag-Hg

crystals on the surface of the y phase '

Ïn adclition to the ''reactive system,' old defines

three other processes which constitute mechanisms of

liquidmetalembrittlement'Theseprocessesare:

(a) classical LMB, in which a pure metal or alloy can

suffer fast brittle fracture when strained in

contact with a liquid metal,

(b)grainboundarypenetrationofthesolidbythe

J-iquid'

(c) selective attack of phases or precipitates in the

solid-

no means

and that

It, is now clear that grain boundary attack is by

the unique characteristic of a reactive system'

from the present work it is no\^r seen that

other crystallograPhic

in the reaction. The

crystallograPhic features

preferential attack along these

features is of major imPortance

question arises as to whY these
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undergo preferential attack and índeed of course, whY ít'

ís that grain boundary attack occurs. It is possible to

speculate that while grain boundaries are regions of high

stress, the other crystallographic features probably

represent areas of large dislocatíon concentrations,

which could account for the vigorous penetrating reaction

at those sites. While the present study has involved a

preliminary investigation into the nature of Lhe

deformation characteristics of the Y phase by transmission

electrorun.icroscopy, the above speculation is clearly an

issue which needs to be resolved by further investigation.

The development of cracks within the enbrittled y

phase alloy as observecl in Figure 4.9 is of interestr âs

it may constitute a reaction path by which mercury can

penetrate the alloy for further reaction. Various theories

have been proposed to explain the development and propagation

of cracks which appear in the embrittted material. One of

the more recent theories proposed by Lynch (L977) explains

crack development on the basis of the nucleation and

movement of dislocations being facilitated by chemisorption

of liquid metal atoms. When crack growth eventually occurs

it is by the tensile separation of atoms at atomically

sharp crack tips (f,ynch 1981). As the crack propagates

the metal or alloy may fracture intergranularly, although

some cases of transgranuLar fracture have been reported,

e.g. zircalloy-2 embrittled by cadmium (Nicholas and old

(re7e).
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Although a careful examination of photomicrographs

of dental amalgams published by a number of workers, e.g.

Okabe et al. (1979), suggests that preferentíal attack

along well defined crystallographic planes símilar to that

reportecl in the present study has occurred, the significance

of this attack has apparently not been recognized in the

past. For example, Okabe et aI. (L979) in a study of the

setLing reaction of dispersed phase amalgams published a

photomicrograph (nigure 4, Page 1090 of the paper by okabe

et a}.) of the Y phase surrounded by reaction products'

It ís evident from this photomicrograph that mercury has

reacted along specific crystat planes. l,ikewise as

mentioned above, no evj-dence of any crystallographic

dependence of the reaction with mercury was reported by

Reynolds et a1. (1975). However, in a schematic diagram

on the reaction between mercury and the Y phase, Dubois

etat.(19s1)proposedthatmercurynotonlyattackedgrain

boundaries but also reacted with heavily faulted regions in

the y phase. while these authors had rro evidence to

support their proposition, it is clear from the present

work that there is a preferred crystallographic attack

between mercury and the 'Y Phase'

ItisfromÈhistypeofmercuryattackthatitis

now possible to understand why the manufacturing process

of annealing plays such an important part in producing a

controlled setting reaction. During the formation of the

alloy filings, ê.9. by lathe cutting and in the subsequent
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milling process to further reduce the particle size, the

atloy is heavily plastically deformed by slip and twinning'

The manufacturer employs an annealing treatment of I00"C

for a few hours vrhich would result in a lowerj-ng of the

dislocation density and. internal'stress by conventional

recovery mechanisms. As the present work has shown that

the reaction with mercury is markedly influenced by the

presence of slip and twinning, then an annealing treatment

would be expected to reduce the reactivity the alIoy with

mercury to an extent dependent on the temperature and

duration of the annealing process.

The trituration and condensation processes which

come under the direct control of the d'entist' are likewise

recognized as having an important influence on the harCening

reaction. During trituration and condensation, the amalgam

alloy particles are und.oubtedly subjected to further plastic

deformation, the result of which would be increased amounts

of slip and twinning and enhanced reactivity'

The further consequence of the present investigation

relates to the implication which Lhe newly observed reaction

mechanism has for the clinical- performance of amalgam

restorations. It is clear that the reacLion results i-n

the formation of deep planar intrusions or notches within

ure partially reacted alloy particles. These planar

intrusions must have important implications for the mechanical

and corrosive behaviour of stressed dental amalgam

restorations.
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The present ínvestigation has opened the way fot

further studies int,o the reaction of the y phase with

mercury. Ttre resolution of some of the issues raised in

the present work is already underway, while others clearly

form the basis of further work to be carried out in an

extension of this pr:oject. For example, transmission

electronmicroscopy has already revealed some of the

deformation characteristics of the y phase; however,

additional work needs to be carried out to establish the

Burgers vectors of the dislocations. It would also be of

consi,lera-bIe interest to confirm that the pairs of

dislocations observed in the deformed y phase alloy were

of the suPerlattj-ce tYPe.

The dislocation density in regions in which high

reactivity with mercury occurs, ê.9. at the intersection

of deformation twins, needs to be investigated. Further

information on the nature of the stress fields in the

vicinity of the intersection can readily be obtained from

appropriately sectioned single crystals. This will provide

information that may weII be relevant to the broader field

of liquid metal attack in other alloy systems '

The importance of the observed preferential attack

along deformation twins, slip bands and grain boundaries

to the mechanical and corrosive properties of harclened

amalgam are immediately apparent. This not only reflects

on the behaviour of dent.al amalgam but may be relevant to
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the understanding of the dimensional changes that occur.

Therefore, the work should proceed in t'he direction of

studying the dimensional changes that occur during setting

as related to the reaction meahanism.
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STLVER AND TI}¡ IMPURITIES

1. Silver

Cu

Fe

Pb

2. Tin

0. 0018

0.0023

0.0022

0.013

0.01eó

0.0025%

0.0022

0.04?

0. 0005?

0.025?

Fe

Pb

Cu

Bi

Total Foreign Metals

As

Sb
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c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

rBoa¡aL-QßrHÐ[

PROGnAM ORTHEX( TNPUT, oUTPUT)

ORTHEX FINDS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO ORTHORHOMBIC

STRUCTURE ORIENTATIONS.

DATA CARDS

1 JOB IDENTIFIER
2,3,4 LATTTCE PARAI"IETERS

5 I.AMDATCA},IERA LENGTH TN ANGSTROM#MM

6 D SPACING A IN MMS AS MEASURED ON NEGATIVE

T í TOLERANCE

8 DSPACINGB II

9 í TOLERANCE

10 DSPACINGC II

1 1 É TOLERANCE

12 ANGLE AB

13 ANGLE BC

14 ANGLE CA

15 TOT,ERANCE IN DEGREES FOR ANGI.E MEASUREMENTS

16 1= VECTOR ADDITION TEST

0= N0 VECTOR ADDITION TEST

PRINTl OO

100 FoRMAT('1')
C READ JOB NUMBER.

READ (*,501,END=10000)J0BN0
501 FORMAT(Bz,A10)

C READ LATTICE CONSTANTS.
10000 READ (rË,r ¡END=10001)A,B,C
10001 READ (Í,*,END=10002)ALAML
C READ R FROM NEGATIVE IN MM AND TOLERANCES

10002 READ (t,r,END=10003)(R(I),DTOL(I),I=1,3¡
C READ ANCLE BETWEEN PLANES AND TOLERANCE'

10003 READ (r,r,END='10004)ANG,ANGToL
10004 READ (t,201 ¡ END=10005)IVECTA
201 FoRl,tAT',(BZ,r1)

C PRINT JOB NUMBER HEADTNG.
10005 PRrNT502, J0BN0, J0BN0, J0BN0

502 FoRMAT( //1X,3(5X,'NEGATTVE PLATE I,A1O,5X)//)

PRINTS2
FORMAT(/' EXPERIMENTAL DATA'/)

410
REAL
NEAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
NEAL
REAL
REAL

INTEGER

DTMENSTON MH(200, 3),MK(200,3),ML(200, 3),ALAl"l(3,200),DD(3)
*, NEW( 3, 1000 ), J1 ( 3, 200 ), J2(3, 200 ), J3 ( 3, 200 ), JZ(3, 200 ), n(3 )

DTMENSTON DSPAC ( 3 ) , DTOL ( 3 ) ,A¡¡C ( 3 ) , ANGLE ( 3 )
*,N21 (3), NZ2(3),ANGF(3, 200),NB(4),NUM(3)

82
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C PRINT LATTICE CONSTANTS.
PRrNT89,A,B,C

89 FORMAT(/' A,B,C LATTTCB DTMENSTONS ' ,3F10 .5//)
PRrNT 16o,ALAML

160 b-oRMAT('O LAMBDA BY L --' ,F8.3)
PnlNT1 62, R

162 FORMAT('O SPACING !'ROM NEGATIVE IN MM' 
'3F14.2)D0 170 I=1 

'31TO DSPAC(I)=ALAML/R(I)
pRrNT 202,(DSPAC(r),DTOL(r),1=1,3),ANG,ANGToL

202 FORMAT(/r D SPACINGS : [=r ,F8.]¡ I +/-' ,F4.1,'%' ,5X,
1 rB=r,F8.3,t +/-, rF4.1,'.%t r5X,tC=t,F8.3,t +/-t rî\.1rt%t /
2 /t ANGLE AB =r,FB.1,5X,t ANGLE BC =r,F8.'1,5X,'ANGLE CA =t,
3 F8.1,10X' TTOLERANCE =',F6. 1, I DEGREES')

rF(r\¡EcrA) 1 10, 1 10, 120

110 PRINT 112
112 FORMAT(/I NO VECTOR ADDITION TEST PENFORMBD '/)

c0 T0 125
120 PRINT 122
122 FORMAT(/' VECTOR ADDITION TEST PERFORMED '/)
125 CONTINUE

C C COI'IVERT PERCENT TOLERANCES.

D0 180 I=1,3
DTOL( I)=DTOL ( I) *DSPAC( I )/ 100.

180 CONTINUE
c
C CAI.CTJLATE FORMING PLANES.

CALL HKL(MH,MK,ML,NUM, A,B,C,DSPAC'DTOL)

C PRINT FORMING PLANES.

3 CONTINUE
PRINT9l

91 FORMAT(' PLANES TESTED')
D0 94 I=1,3
NU=NUM( I )
PRINT 96

96 FonMAr(/)
94 pRrNTg2, (MH(M, r) ,MK(M, r) ,ML(M, r) ,M= 1 , NU)

92 FORMAT(10(1X,3r2,1X))

C SET UP ELEMENTS OF GRID.
NB( 1 )=0
NUM2=0
D0 150 L='l 

'3N=NUM(L)
D0 140 I=1,N
N0S=0

130 CALL SIGN (MH(I,L),MK(I,L),ML(I,L),NOS)
rF(Nos-5) 132,140,140

132 rF(MAGTCQ(MH(r,L),MK(r,L),ML(r,L),-1).8Q.1) G0 T0 130

NUM2=NUM2+1
NEl'l(1,NUM2)=MH(r,L)
NEH(2,NUM2)=MK(r,L)
NEl{(3,NUM2)=ML(I,L)
c0 T0 130

140 CONTINUE
NB(L+1 )=NUM2
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150 CONTINUE
C NUMz CONTAINS TOTAL OF ELEMENTS IN LIST.

PRINT93 , NUM2

93 FORMAT(//' NO. OF ELEMENTS FORMED IS 
"T3//)C PNINT 95,((NEhI(I,M),I=1,3),M=1,NUM2)

95 FORMAT(/' LrST OF POSSTBLB ELEMENTS t//g(lX,3tZ,1X))

C START ANALYSIS

205

INZS=0
NU2=NB( 2 )
¡,f{Jl=NB (2)+l
NU4=NB ( 3 )

NU5=NB(3)+1
NU6=NB(4 )

D0 800 K=1,NU2
D0 800 L=NU3, NU4

CALL Fr(A, B, C,NEW( 1 ,K) ,NE!'¡( 2,K) ,NEW(3,K) ,NEll( 1 ,L) ,NBW(2,L) ,

*NEW(3,L),ANGLE(1))
rF(ABS(ANGLE( 1 )-ANG( 1 )) .GT.ANGTOL)C0r0 800
D0 700 M=NU5,NU6
CALL Fr(A, B, C,NEW( 1 ,L) ,NEW( 2,L) ,NBW(3,L) ,NEÏ¡( 1 ,M) ,NEI^J(2,M) ,

sNplt(3,M),ANGLE(2))
rF(ABS(ANGLE(Z)-n¡lC(2) ) -ANGToL) 205,205, 700
CALL Fr(A, B, C,NElt( 1 ,M) , NEW(2,M) ,NEW(3,M) , NE!,¡( 1 ,K) ,NEl,{( 2,K) ,

|ÊNEI,¡( 3, K), ANGLE ( 3 ) )
rF(ABS(ANGLE(3) -ANG(3) ) -ANGTOL) 207,207,700
CONTTNUE
CALL ZONE (NE!.¡(1,K),NEW(2,K),NEW(3,K),NEW(1,L),NEW(2,L),

#NE!,I( 3 , L ) , NZ 1 )
rF(MAcrcQ(NZ1 (1 ),N21(2),N21(3), 1)) 700,700,210
CALL Z0NE (NEW( 1,M),NEW(2,M),NEW(3,I'l),NBW(1,L),NEW(2,L),

*NEl{(3,L) ,NZ2)
rF ( MAGTCQ( NZ2 ( 1 ) , NZ2 ( 2) ,N7.2(3 ) , 1 ) ) 700 , 700 , 240
CALL nEDUCE(NZ1 ( 1 ) ,NZ1 (2) ,NZ1 (3) )

CALL REDUCE(NZ2( 1 ), NZ2(2), NZ2(3) )

D0 260 I=1,3
rF(NZ1 (r)-NZ2(r)) 7oo,26o,70o
CONTINUE
rF(rvEcTA.EQ.0) Go ro 330
D0 270 I=1'J
rF( NEW( r, K)+NEW( r, L) -NEI,I( r,M) ) 280, 270, 280
CONTINUE
G0 1r0 330
D0 290 I=1 

'3rF(NEW(r,K)+NEi{(r,L)+NEW(r,M) ) 300,290,300
CONTINUE
G0 To 330
D0 305 I=1 r3
rF(NEW(r,K)-NEW(r,L)-NEW(r,M)) 310,305,310
CONTINUE
c0 T0 330
D0 3'15 I=1,1
rF(NEW(r,K)-NEt.l(r,L)+NEll(r,M) ) 700,315,700
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

207

210

240

260

270

280

290

300

305

310

315
330
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C WE NOI,T HAVE A SOLUTION

INZS=INZS+1
rF(rNzs-200) 338,338,336
PRINT 337
FORMAT('O NO. OF SOLNS GREATER THAN ARNAY SIZEI)
c0 T0 700
D0 360 I=1,3

336
337

338
J1(I
J2(1
J3(I
ANGF
JZ(f

INZS)=NElü(I,K)
INZS)=NEW(I,L)
INZS)=NBW(I,M)

(l,tHZs)=ANGLE(I)
, INZS)=NZ1 (I)

360
700
800

345

CONTINUB
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
rF(rNZS) 3l I ,31 1 ,345
CONTINUE
PRTNTl OO

PRINTS3O
FORMAT(//17X,' FINAL SOLUTToN(S)' //

* 5X,rPLANE A''13X,'PLANE B"13X, rPLANB Cr, 16XrtZONE AXISt,BX, tANG

tf AB ' ,8X, ' ANGBC' , 9X , I ANG CA ' ,// )

830

D0 3000 N=1,INZS
CALL SPAD(A,B,C,J1 (1,N),J1 (2
cAt,L SPAD(A,8, C,J2(1, N),J2(2
CALL SPAD(A,B,C, J3( 1,N),J3(2
D0 347 I=1,3

347 ALAM(I,N)=R(I)*DD(I)
pRrNT 312,(J1 (r,N), r= 1,3),ALAM( 1,N), (J2(r,N), r=1, 3),ALAM(2,N),

, (J3(r,N),r=1,3),ALAM(3, N), ( Jz(r,N), r=1, 3), (ANGF( r,N), r=1, 3)
312 FORMAT(3(3X, 3r3,3X,F5.2),7X,3r3,3(8X,F6 .2) /)
3000 CoNTTNUE

c0 T0 900
31 1 PRINT 890
B9O FORMAT('O NO SOLUTIOIIS FOUND')
900 PRrNT 72
72 FORMAT( / / /10X,' BYE BYE oRTHEX. ' )

STOP
END

)
)

)

N

N

N

(3,
(3,
(3'

J1
J2
J3

I't),DD(1))
N),DD(2))
N),DD(3))

10
15
20

suBRouTrNE ZONE (l,tt ,ue,M3, N1 , N2, N3, NZ)
DIMENSION I'¡Z(3)
NZ( 1 )=M2*N3-M3tN2
NZ(2)=t'l3rN1-M1rN3
NZ( 3 )=M1 tN2-M2*N1

rF(NZ(3)) 10,20,20
D0 15 I=1 'lNz(I)=-Nz(I)
RETURN
END

suBRouTrNE SPAD(AA, BB, CC,NH, NK, NL,ANS)

,B,C LATTTCB CoNSTANTS.

,K,L INDICES OF PLANE
l'¡S IS D SPACING

CA
CH
CA

rF( ( AA.L8.0.01 ) .OR. ( 8B.18.0.01 ) .0n. ( cc.18.0,01 ) )c0T01
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1

3

c0T02

PRINT3
FONMAT(' PROG. STOPPED.

STOP

LATTICE CONSTANT(S) NEAR ZERO)')

CONTINUE
AH=FLOAT(NH)
AK=FLOAT(NK)
AL=FLOAT ( NL )
X=AH*AHl( AA*AA)
T=AK*AKl( BBnBB)
Z= AL# LL/ ( CC* CC )
ANS=1.0/SQRT(x+Y+Z)
RETURN
END

suBRourrNE Fr(AA,BB, CC,MH,MK,ML' NH' NK,NL'FT)
C CALCULATES ANGLE PHI.

PI=J. 1415926
A2=AA*AA
B2=BB*BB
C2=CC* CC

ANUMl =FLOAT ( MH*NH ) /42
ANUM2=FLOAT ( MK*NK ) /82
ANUM3=FLOAT ( MLnNL ) / C2

ANUM= ANUM 1 +ANUM2+ANU M3

DENl =FLOAT ( MHTIMH) /42
DEN2=FLOAT ( MK*MK ) / 82
DEN3=FLOAT(ML*ML) /C2
DEN4=FLOAT(NHSNH)/42
DEN5=FLOAT( NKIf NK ) /82

. DEN6=FLOAT(NL*NL)/C2
DEN= ( DEN 1 +DEN2+DEN3 ) * ( OCI¡4+DEN5+DEN6 )

DEN=SQRT (DEN)

ANS=ANUM/DEN
FY=ACOS (ANS ) * 1 80. O/PI
rF(FY.GT.9O. ) FY=180.-FY
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SIGN(NH, NK, NL' NSIGN)

rF( ( NH.EQ. 0) .¡¡¡0. (Hr. EQ. 0) ) G0T070

IF( (NK.EQ. O) .AND. (NL.EQ. O) ) GOTOTO

rF ( ( NH. EQ. O ) .l¡¡o . ( ¡¡l . EQ. 0 ) ) G0T070

IF(NH.EQ.O)GOTO71
IF(NK.EQ.O)GCTO7z
IF(NL.EQ.O)GOTO?1
c0To60

2

70 IF(NSIGN.EQ.O)GOTO5O
NSIGN=5
RETURN
rF(NSrcN-1 ) 50 ,12,74
rF(NSrcN-1) 50,13,74
NSIGN=5
RBTURN

T1

7?
7¡l
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60 IF( NSIGN. EQ. O )GOTO50
IF(NSIGN.EQ.1 )GOTO13
IF(NSTGN . EQ.2)GOTO 12

rF(NSIGN.Ea.3)Goro13
IF(NSIGN.EQ.4)GOTO5O
IF ( NSIGN . GE .5 ) RETURN

12 NK=-NK
G0T050

13 NH=-NH

50 NSIGN=NSIGN+1
NETURN
END

FUNCTION MAGICQ (TA, TB, IC,MUMMY)

C MAGICQ ACCEPTS OR REJECTS THE PLÂNE (POLE)

c rA,rB,rc I,¡rTH FOLLOWTNG CONSTRATNTS.

c AccEPT -rA,rB,rc ALL.GT.0
C REJECT ON ACCEPT (¡IUIUY=-'I OR 1 RESPECT.)

c 00L
c -H00
c 0l(0
C -HKO
C -HOL
C OKL

C REJECT ALL BLSE.
C MAGICQ=I IA,IB'IC FITS MAGIC QUADRANT.

C MAGICQ=O IÀ,IB,IC' DOES NOT FIT MAGIC QUADRANT.

rF( ( rA. EQ.O) .nUl. (rs.EQ.0) .AND. (rC. lr.0) ) tc=-lc
IF( ( IA. GT . O ) . AND. ( IB. EQ. O ) . AND . ( TC. EQ. O ) ) IA=-IA
IF( (IB. LT. O) .AND. ( IC. EQ. O ) ) GOTO4

GOTO5
CONTINUE
IA=-IA
IB=-IB
CONTINUE
rF( ( rA. LT . 0 ) .lNU . ( rs. GT . o ) . AND. ( rC. GT. 0 ) ) G0T01

IF( MUI.{MY.EQ. -1 ) GOTO2

IF( ( IA. LE. O ) . AND. ( Tg. EQ. O ) . AND. ( TC. GT. O ) ) GOTOl

IF( ( IA.LT. O) .AND. (TE. GE. O) .AND. ( IC.EQ.O) )GOTO1

IF( ( IA. EQ. O) .AND. (TE.GT.O).AND. (IC.GE.O) )GOTO1

GOTO2
I{AGICQ= 1

RETURN
MAGICQ=0
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINB RBDUCE (IA,IB,IC)
C NEDUCES POLE INDICES TO LOWEST ORDEN.

C IT IS PRESUMED NO PRIME NUI.ÍBER .GT. 17 I'¡IT.L BE A COM}'ION FACTOR.

DIMENSION NOB( 3), NPRIME(7 )

DATA NPRrl[E/ 2 ,3 ,5 ,7 ,11 ,13 ,17 /

4

5

1

2
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30
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NoB( 1 )=IA
NOB(2)=rB
NoB( 3 )= IC

D0 50 K=1,7
D0 20 I=1,3

rF(MOD(NOB( r), NPRTME(K) ) ) 50,20,50
CONTINUE
D0 40 I=1,3
NoB( I )=NOB( I)/NPRIME(K)
G0 T0 10

CONTINUE
MIN= 1 000
D0 100 I=1'3
rF(NoB(r)) 60,1oo,70
JERK=-N0B( I )
c0 T0 B0

JERK=NOB( I)
rF(JERK-MIN) 9o, 1oo, 1oo

MIN=JERK
CONTINUE
rF(MrN-NPnrUn(Z)) 130, 130, 105

D0 110 I='l 'lrF(MOD(NOB(r) ,MIl{)) 130,1 10,130
CONTINUE
D0 120 I=1 

'3NOB(I)=NOB(I)/MIN
IA=NOB( 1 )
IB=NOB ( 2 )
IC=NOB ( 3 )
END

suBRouTINE HKL (l,ttt,t'lK, ML, NUM, A, B, C, DSPAC, DToL)

CALCULATE H K L VALUES WHICH HAVE D SPACING }IITHIN TOLERANCES

DIMENSION DSPAC( 3 ), DTOL (3 ),MH( 2OO' 3),MK( 20O, 3 ),ML( 2OO' 3)' NUM( 3 )

D0 50 I=1,3
NUM( I )=0
D0 200 IH='!,16
I=IH- 1

D0 200 IK=1 ,16
J=IK-1
D0 200 IL=1,16
K=IL-1
rF(K) 54,51t,56
IPJ=I+J
rF(rPJ) 200,200,56
TO REMOVE FORBIÐDEN REFLECTIONS CHANGE 56 TO 55 IN PREVIOUS LINE

rF(MoD(rPJ,2) ) 200,56,200
D= 1 . /SQRT ( ( rz.q ) r*2+ ( J/B) rr2+ (K/c) r12)
D0 100 L=1,3
rF(ABS(DSPAC(L)-D)-DToL(L) ) 60,60, 100

NUM(L)=NUM(L)+1
N=NUM( L )
MH(N,L)=I
MK(N,L)=J
l,tl(N, L)=K
CONTINUE

50

60

120
130

70
80
90
100

105

110

c
c
c

50

54

c
55
56

60

100
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2OO CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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P¡PIRA}L.KO¡THU

pRocnAM KoRTHU ( INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE5= INPUT , TAPE6=oUTPUT, TAPET )

PNOGRAM TO INDEX KIKUCHI PATTERNS

FTLES TO BE ATTACHED

TAPET - CONTAINS (HKL) VALUES

, FORMAT: 3 BLANK CARDS THEN (1X,3I3)

DATA CARDS

1

2
5
6

T
B

3

JOB IDENTIFIBR (A1O)

4 LATTICE PARA}ÍETERS (F10.3)
LAMBDA*L (F10.3)
WAVELENGTH (F10.3)
ANGLE TOLERANCE (F10.3)
NUMBER OF'KIKUCHI LTNES EXCLUDING THE TWO

CHOSEN AS REFERENCE LINES - MAX. IS 6 (T1)
SPACING OF REF.1 LTNE IN MMS (F10.3)
TOLERANCE OF SPACTNG (F10.3)
SPACING OF RBF.2 LINE IN MMS (F10.3)
TOLERANCE OF SPACING (F10.3)
DISTANCE IN I'S,ÍS FROM INTERSECTION OF THE TWO

REFERENCE LTNES (''REFERENCE INTERSECTION'')
TO BEAM STOP (THE TRANSMITTED BEAI'I) (F10.3)
ACUTE ANGLE BETI^¡EEN NEFERENCE L]NES IN DEGREES (F10.3)

9
10
11

12
13

14

15
16

(A)

1T

18

19,20
21

17
18
19
20
21

(F10.3)

(B) THE KIKUCHI LINE PASSES THROUGH THE REFERENCE

INTERSECTION
o. (F.lo.3)
o. (F10.3)
0.
0.

0.

SPACING TN MMS OF A K]KUCHI LINE
TOLERANCE OF THE SPACING

AI.,TERNATIVES FOR CARDS 1T -21

THE KIKUCHI LTNE DOES NOT PASS THROUGH THE

REFERENCE INTERSECTION
DISTANCE FROM REFERENCE INTERSECTION TO THE

INTBRSECTION OF THE K LINE WITH REF.1
DISTANCE FROM K LINE/REF.1 INTERSBCTION TO

BEAM STOP

REPEAT 17,18 FOR INTERSECTION WITH REF.2
DISTANCE BETWEEN K LINE/REF'I INTERSECTION
AND K LINE/REF.2 INTERSECTION

TOLERANCE APPLIED TO MEASUREMENTS 1

ACUTE ANGLE BETWEEN K LINE AND REF.
ACUTE ANGLE BETT.JEEN K LINE AND REF.

(F10.3)
(F1o .3)

(F10.3)

(F10.3)

(F10.3)
(F10.3)
(F10.3)

T -21
1

2

22
23
24
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

25 ACUTE ANGI.ES BET}'IEEN THIS K LINB AND

K LINE 1, K LINE 2,..., K LINE (THIS ONE -1) (F10.3)

REPEAT DATA CARDS 15-22 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL
K LINE (MAXIMUM OF 6)

LAST ANGLE OF OVERLAP INTO ADJACENT QUADNANTS
IN DEGREES (F10.3)

DTMENSTON A(3),RTK(6),ltst (2,6),BS(2, 6),LKHRF1 (3,ZOO),
tLKHRF2 ( 3, 200 ), DPn 1 ( 200 ), DPnZ ( 200 ), ltr ( 6 ), TEMP ( Z0o ), l¡ttl ( 6 ),
*rrEM( 3,200), Dpr ( ZOO, 6 ), rCPR ( 3 ), rCpn 1 T( 3 ),fZP1 ( 3, 6 ), t OOe ( 6 ),
*RD(6),Dp¡û{1 (6 ),¡p¡,fl¡Z(6 ), tCpnZT(3 ),DrSTT (6),tZeZ(3,6)
*, LKHTX( 3, 200, 6 ), CL 1 ( 6 ), CL2(6), CL ( 6 ), U( 3, 3), ANGL ( 3, 6 )

DTMENSTOÌ{ Dp}.r.,f3(6),cr,3(6),cAV(3),C(3),AC(3),BD(3),BP(3)
*,AR(3) , rP1 (3) , rpZ(3) ,rp3(3) ,sprn(6) ,GAMMA(6) ,ToLKSP(6),TOLKD(6),
#BETAT(6),Cnml¡,T(6),ltqcrrc(6, 4), rp4(¡)

COMMON /OVERLP/ OVLP

c
RnnD(5, 100)Jog, 4,.¡\LAML,ALAMDA, ANGToL

100 FORMAT(P,2,A.10,6(/F10.3))
10000 READ(5, 1031END=10001) l¡rf
103 FORMAT(BZ,r1)

10001 nEAD(5, 1O5,END=10002)REF1,TOLR1,REFz,ToLR2,BS0,ALPHA
105 FORMAT(BZ, F10.3)

1C002 D0 115 N=1 
'NTKREAD(5, 1 10, END= 10003)RTK(N), TOL,KSP(l¡), (OrSt( r,N),BS( r, N), r=1, 2),D

*ISTT(N), TOLKD(N),BBTA(N),GAI"IMA(N)
1 10 FORMAT(BZ, F10.3)

iooo3 rrr(N.EQ.1) Go ro 115
NM1 =N-1
D0 114 K= 1 , ¡¡41
RBAD(5,105¡END= 114 ) ANGKK(K,N)

1 14 CONTINUE
1 1 5 CONTINUE

CAMLTH= ALAI'ÍL/ALAMDA
v{RrTE(6, 120 )JOB, JoB, JOB,A, ALAML,ALAMDA,ANGToL, CAMLTH

120 FORMAT( 1H1/3(5X,'NEGATIVE PLATE ',A1O ,5X)//5X, 'LATTICE PARAMETERS
* | ,3F10.3,' ANGSTROMST//5X"LAMBDA BT L =r,F10.3//5X,TWAVELENGTH* =r,F10" 5,' ANGSTROMST//5X'TANGLE TOLERANCE =',F9.1,' DECREEST/
*/ 5X,rCAÌ"IERA LENGTH = ',F10.1,' !n'f')
}IRrrE(6, 125) NTK

125 FORMAT(/5X,'NO. OF t,rNBS REFERRED T0 REFERENCE',15)
DTORAD=1.14159/180.
D0 141{ I=1,3

144 lR(I)=1./A(I)
c

RBAD r,OVLP

PRINT 121, oVLP
121 FORMAT(/I ANGLE OF OVERI.,AP INTO ADJACENT QUADRANTS IS' ,F8.2,

1 I DEGREES' )

OVLP=SIN ( OVt.P TDT0RAD )

c
c

IER=0
D0 162 N=1,NTK



130

158
159

161
162

rF(Drsr( 1,N)-0.01 ) 146,151 ,151
1tl6 BS( 1 , N) =BS0

BS(2, N)=BS0
DISTT(N)=0.
G0 T0 162

151 CA=ABS( ( DIST( 1, N)ri2+DIST (2, N)*f 2-DISTT(N) â* 2) / ( Z. *lrst ( 1' N)

1 TDIST(2,N)))
rF(cA-1 . ) 154,15U,152

152 WRITE( 6, 153)l¡, OrSt ( 1, N), DIST( 2, N), DISTT (ll), RLPHR, BETA( N),
1 GAMMA(N)

153 FOnMAT(/' ERROn IN DATA FOR K LINE"13,5X,'TRIANGLE DTSTANCEST

1 , r ARE" 3F1O .3r5X, T ANGLES ARE r ,3F10.3)

154
157

IER= 1

c0 T0 162
IT(ABS(ACOS( CA)/DTORAD-ALPHA)-ANGTOL) 157, 157,152
CB=ABS ( ( pf st ('1, N ) *n2+DISTT ( N ) ** 2-DIST ( 2, N) t * 2) / ( 2. *DIST ( 1' N)

1 *DISTT(N) ) )
rF(cB-1 , ) 158,158,152
IF(ABS(ACOS( CB)/DTORAD-BETA(N) ) -ANGTOL) 159, 159'152
cc=ABS ( ( OrSr ( Z, t{) ** 2+DISTT ( N) *t2-DIST ( 1, N) **2 ) / ( 2. *DIST ( 2, N)

1 *DISTT(N) ) )
rF(cG-1.) 161,161,152
rF( ABS(ACOS ( CG) /DTORAD-GAMMA(N) ) -ANGToL) 162, 162,152
CONTII.IUE
IF(TER.G'T.O) STOP

133
hIRTTE(6, 133) N,DTSTT(N)
FORMAT(/BX,'DISTANCE BETWEEN INTERSECTIONS OF K LINE' ,f5,

} I WITI{ REF. 1 AND REF . 2' ,F10.1)
NM1 =N-1
rP(NM1 ) 134,134,136
WRITE( 6,137) BETA(N),GAMMA(N), (ANGKK(K,N),K=1,NM1 )

FORMAT( /8X,l ACUTE ANGL.ES BETWIJEN THIS K LINE AND PREVIOUS
r , 

TLTNES rN DEGREES' ,8F8.1 )

GO TO 138
hIRrrE(6,'13? ) BETA( N), GAMMA(N)

CONTINUE

136
137

c
I{RrTE( 6,127 ) nSrl ,ToLR'l ,REF2,T0LR2'BS0'ALPHA

127 FORMAT(//' REF.1 SPACING',F8.1'r MM +./-',F5. 1,'%',4X,'REF'2 SPACTN

1G',F8.1,r MM +/-',F5.1,'%t //' REFERENCE INTERSECTION : DIST.
2TOI ,' BEAM STOP' ,F8.1 ' 

I ACUTE ANGLE' ,F8.1 )

DO 138 N=1,NTK
wRrrE( 6,129) N,RTK(N),TOLKSP(N),TOLKD(N)

12g FORMAT(//2X, rK LINE"15,8X,rSPACINGr,F8.1' t MM */-"F5.1 
"Í"15X,s I DEGREES PER MM TOLERANCE +/ -' ,F5. 1 , ' Í ' )

t{RrrE(6, 131 ) ( rn, N,DTST(rR, N) ,BS(rR, N) , rR=1 ,2)
131 F'ORMAT(/' R',11,'/K',11,' INTERSECTION: DIST. T0 REFERENCEI

1 , ' TNTERSECTIONI ,F8.1 , 
I DIST. TO BBAM STOP' ,F8.1 )

131{

138
c
c
c

CAI.CI'LATE PLANES TO BE TESTED FROM SPACINGS AND TOT.ERANCES

DRFl =ALAI'IL/REF 1

DRF2=ALAML,/REF2
CALL t,Kfl(t XHnr'1,NRF1,A,DRF1,ToLR1,DPR1 )

CALL LKH ( LKHRFz , NRF2 , A , DRF2 , T0LR2 , DPRz )

D0 160 I=1,NTK
DTK(I)=ALAML/hTK(I)
CALL LKH(rrEM,NTH(r),A,DTK(r),ToLKSP(r),TEMP)



131

165

145
150
160

c

170

N=NTH( I)
D0 150 J=1,N
D0 145 K=1,3
LKHTK(K ¡ J, I)= ITEM( K' J)
DPT(J, r)=TEMP(J)
CONTINUE

D0 165 I=1,NTK
TOLKD ( I )=TOLKD ( I ) / 1 OO .

BEGIN TESTING POSSIBLE PLANES

D0 800 N1=1,NRF1
D0 170 I=1,3
IP1(I)=LKI{RF1(I 

'N1)D0 800 N2=1,NRF2
DO 172 I=1'3
IPZG)=LKIIRF2(I,N2)

TEST WI{ETHER THE POSSIBLE REFERENCE PLANES ,IP1IP2' HAVE

THE CORRECT ANGLE BET'hIEEN THEM HITHIN TOLERANCES

ALPHAT=ZANG(IP1 ( 1 ) ,IP2( 1 ) ,AR( 1 ))
ALPHAT=ALPHAT/DTORAD
IF(ALPHAT.GT.90. ) ALPHAT=180.-ALPHAT
IF( ABS ( ALPHAT-ALPHA) -ANGTOL) 1 90 , 1 9O , 8OO

CALL ICROSS(rP1,fPz,ICPR)

TEST TO SEE IF THE ZONB OF IP1,TP? IS IN NEFERENCE QUADRANT

rF(TQUAD(rCPR( 1 ),4( 1 )) ) 800,800,200
D0 205 I=1,NTK
L00P(I)=0
N3= 1

LN3=L00P(N3)+1
¡¡4=l¡TH (N3 )
DO qOO N5=LN3,N4
D0 212 I=1'3
IP3( I )=L,KHTK( I, N5, N3)

c
c
c

172
c
c
c
c

190

200
205

210

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

22 1

c
c
c

TEST ANGLE BET}¡EEN POSSIBLE REF.1 AND POSSIBLB K LINE

BETAT(N3)=ZANG(rP1 ( 1 ), rP3( 1 ),AR( 1 ) )

BETAT( N3 ) =BÐTAT ( N3 ) /DTORAD

IF(BETAT(N3) .GT.90. ) BErAT(¡¡3)= 180'-BETAT(N3)
IF(ABS(BETAT(N3)-BBTA(N3) ) -ANGTOL) 21 5, 215, 4OO

TEST ANGLE BETHEEN POSSIBLE REF.2 AND POSSIBLE K LINE

15 cAÌ,fMAT(N3)=ZANG(rP2( 1) ,IP3( 1) ,AR( 1) )
GAMMAT( N3 ) = GAMMAT ( N3 ) /DTORAD

rF ( GAMMAT ( N 3 ) . GT . 9 O . ) G Al"lMAT ( H 3 ) = 1 I O . -GAMI'IAT ( N 3 )

IF( ABS(GAM},IAT(N3).CAMMA(N3) ) -ANGTOL) 217,217' 4OO

17 CALL TCROSS(rP1 , rP3, TCPRlT)

TEST TO SEE IF ZONE OF POSSIBLE REF.I AND POSSIBLE K PLANB

ARE IN THE REFERENCE QUADRANT (BAR H K L)

2

2



220

J.32

rF(TQUAD(rCPRlT( 1 ),4( 1 )) ) 400'400'220
ANGL(1,N3)=ZANG(ICPR(1 ),rcPR1T(1 )'A( 1 ))

CHECK TO SEE IF K LINE INTERSECTS REFERENCE INTERSECTION

rr(Drsr( 1, N3)-0.01 ) zzz,23o,23o

TEST TO SEE IF ZONES ARE THE SAME (ANGLE BET!'IEEN THEM SMALL)

rF(ANGL( l,¡13)-1 .E-3 ) ZZu,4oo, 4oo

CALL ICROSS(TP2, IP3, ICPR2T)
ANGL( 2, NJ)= ANGL ( 3, N3 )=0 .
co r0 285

TEST TO SEE I'IHETHER ANGLE BETWEEN POSSIBLE NEFERENCB ZONE AND

ZONE OF POSSIBLE NEF.1 K LINE IS CONSISTANT WITH GIVEN CAMERA

LENGTH AND WAVELENGTH

rF(ABS(ANGL( t ,U3)*CAML,THIDIST( 1 ,t'¡3)-1. )-TOLKD(N3) )240,240 
' 
400

CONTINUE
CALL TCR0SS(rP2, rP3, rcPR2T)

TEST WHETHER ZONE OF POSS. REF.2/K LINE IN CORRECT QUADRIINT

rF(TQUAD(rCPR2T(1 ),4( 1 )) ) 400,400 
'260

ANGL(2,N3)=ZANG(rCPR( 1 ), rcPR2T( 1 ),4( 1 ))

TEST ANGLE BETWBEN ZONES OF POSS. REF.2/KLINE AND REF. INTERSECT'

rF( ABS ( ANGL ( e, H3 ) * CAMLTH/DIST ( 2, N3) -1 . ) -TOLKD (N3) ) 280, 280' 400

CONTINIIE
ANGL(3, N3)=ZANG(ICPRlT( 1 ) , ICPR2T( 1 ) 

'A( 
1 ) )

TEST ANGLE BEThIEEN ZONES OF POSS. REF.1/K LINB AND REF.2/K LINE

rF( ABS ( ANGL ( 3, N3 )'å CAMLTH/DISTT (N3 ) -1 ) -rOlxo ( N3 ) ) 285, 285, 400

TEST TO SBE IF ANGLES BETWEEN THIS K LINE AND OTHERS IS OK

N3M1 =N3-1
rF(N3M1) 298,298,286
D0 289 I=1,NlM1
D0 287 J= 1 ,3
IP4(J )=LKHTK( J, LOOP ( I), I)
/\NGKK(N], I)=ZANG(TP3( 1 ), IP4( 1 ),AR( 1 ) )/DTORAD

rr-( AN6KK i N3, r ) . GT . 9O . ) ANGKK ( N3, r ) = 1 B0 . -ANGKK ( N3, r )

rF a ABS ( ANGKK ( N3 , r ) -ANGKK ( r , N3 ) ) -a¡¡crol ) 289 , 289 , 400

CONTINUE
D0 300 I=1 '3rzPl (r,N3)=rCPRlT(r)
]'ZPl(I,Nl)=ICPR2T(I)
Lo'p(¡3)=N5
rt'(N3-NTK) 320,340, 340
N3=N3+ 1

c0 T0 210
CONTINUE

T.IE NO!Ù HAVB A POSSIBLE SOLUTION

c
c
c

c
c
c

222
22u

c
c
c
c
c

230
240

260

280

c
285

286

287

289
298

300

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

320

3q0
c
c
c
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345

346

nD1 =DPn1 (N1 )rREF1
RD2=DPR2 (N2 ) *REF2

CLR 1 =RD1 /ALAMDA
CLR2=RD2/ ALAMDA

D0 350 I=1,NTK
RD( r)=RTK( r )*DPT (l,OOp ( I), I)
CL(I)=RD(I)/ALAMDA
rF(Drsr( 1,r)-0.01 ) 345,346,346
ó1, ì ( r I = t¡2 1 1 ¡ = CL3 ( I ) = DPMM 1 ( r ) =DPMM2 

( r ) =DPMM3 
( r ) =o'

c0 T0 350
Z=ANGL,( 1, r)/Drsr( 1, r)
CL1(I) =ALAMDA/Z
DPt"ft41 (t)=Z* 180 . /3. 141 59
Z=ANGL ( 2, r)/Drsr ( 2, r)
CLZG)=ALAMDA/Z
Dpl'fi42( r)=Z* 180 . /3. 1 4 1 59
Z=ANGL(3,I)/DISTT(I)
g¡3( 1)=AL AMDA/z
DPI'D'Í3 ( I ) = Z* 180 . / 3 . 14 159
CONTINUE
v/nrrE(6,351)
FORMAT( I I3X,'REFERENCEI ,4X,'RD' ,13X,'REFERENCE' '6X,'RD' ,

IT 13X, 'REFERENCE' ,12X' IR1/R2 ANGLEI /\X,IPLANE 1' ,31X'
* TPLANE 2t ,32X, ' ZONE' )

wniiet6,36ó) (lrHnnt (t,ll1) , T='1 ,3) ,nD1, (LKHRF2(I,N2) ,I=1 ,l)
*,RDz, (ICPR(I), I=1, 3),ALPHAT

ÉonprÁr(ze( 1x, 3r3,F10.2, 10x), 314,F17. 1 )

II¡RITE(6,361)
FORMAT( /3X,'K PLANE' ,8X, ' INTERSECTION' ,3X,'DIMM' ,3X,'LLI ,5X'

* IINTER.SECTION 

"2X,tDIMM"3X,'LL''6X' 

IDIMMI,3X,'LLI /zBX
* , 'HITH REF 1 ' , 19X 

' ' 
WITH F,EF 2' /)

D0 368 J=1,NTK
JI,,l1=J_1
LOOPJ=L00P ( J )
rF(Jì41) 364 ,364,369
wRrrE( 6,365) (LKHrr(T,LOOPJ,J) ,r=1,3) ,RD(J), -

n if Zpl i f , J l, I= 1, 3 ), Dpt'fi'f 1 ( J ), CL 1 ( J ), ( IZPT(I, J ), I= 1, 3 )' DPMM2 ( J )'
* cL2 ( J ), ¡pl,lt't3 ( J ), CL 3 (,l ), SnrAt ( J ), GAI"IMAT ( J )

c0 T0 368
I{RrrE( o,3os) (LKHTK(T,LOCPJ,J),r=1,3),RD(J)'

r ( lZpl t f ,.ll, I= 1, 3 ), DPSß,Í1 ( J ), CL 1 ( J ), GZ7Z( I' q ), I= 1, 3), DPMM2( J )'
* òiz t.l i, ópml¡ t.i i, cl,¡ ( J ), BETAT ( J ), GAI'IMAT ( J ), ( ANcKK ( J, JJ )'
iJJ=1,JM1)

FORMAT ( 3r3, F7, 2, 2(3r4' F7 . 3, F7 . 2,2X), F5. 3' F7' 1

r ,7F6. 1 )
CONTINUE

361

350

351

360

364

369

365

368
c
c
c

NOW CALCULATE BEAM DIRECTION

AVRD=RD1+RD2
D0 366 r=1,NTK

366 AVRD=AVRD+RD( I )
AVRD=AVRD/ FLOAT ( Z+HtT )

AVCL=0.
NDP=0
AVDPMM=0.
D0 371 I=1'NTK
rF(Drsr(1,r).LT.o.01 ) Go ro 371
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NDP=NDP+3
AVDPW=AVDPMM+DPMM1 ( I )+DPMM2( I )+DPMM3( I)

371 CONTINUB
IF(NDP.CT.O) THEN

¡Y¡P¡4M=AVDPMM/FLOAT ( NDP )

AVCL= 1 ' / ( AVDPMMT{DTgRAD )

ELSE
G0 T0 l{01

367

370

372

380

381
382

383

384
385
387
386
395

397

401
398

410
420

lt00
405

ENDTF
D0 367 I=1,3
CAV ( I)=0 .
N=0
D0 380 K=1,NTK
rF(Drsr(1,K).LT.o.01) Go ro 380
D0 370 I=1'3
u( 1 , r)=rcPR(r)
U(2, I)=IZP1 (I 

'K)U(3,I)=IzP2(I,K)
CONTINUE
c( 1 )=cos(BS0/AVCL)
c(Ð =cos ( BS ( 1, K) /AVCL)
C( 3 )= cos ( BS (2,K) / Au cL)
CALL BEAI',I ( A, U, C )

DO 372 I=1 '3cAV(I)=C(I)+CAV(I)
N=N+1
CONTINUE
rF(N) 401,401,381
D0 382 I=1,3
cAV( I ) = cAV ( I ) /FLOAT ( N)
D0 395 I=1,3
BD(I)=cAV(I)/A(I)
BP(I)=cAv(I)*A(I)
rF(ABS(CAV(r) )-l . ) 383,383, 384
AC( r)= 180.*ACOS( CAV( r)) /3. 14 1 59

c0 T0 395
rF(ABS(CAV(r) )-1 .OO1 ) 386,386,385

iåli'olil?t¡¿"1å{:'ì]oo, ¡ coS= '. ,î12.4,'r=r '15)
AC( I)=0.
CONTINUE
wRrrE( 6,397 ) Cl'V'BD'BP,AC
FORMAT (/7X,14HBEAM DIRECTIoN / /3X,18H DIRECTION CoSINES'

TIlX,9HDIRECTICN,i?X,6HPLANAR,15X,' ANGLES TO 1 O O O 1O O

I,, o 1'l3(3F8.4,2X) ,6X,3F9.1/)
AVLL=ALAMDAI AVCL

tIRrrE( 6, 398 ) aVno,AVDPIO{, AVLL

FORMAT(i llx,'AVERAGE CAMERA LENGTH : RD= 

"F8.2,5X,1 rDpNO,f ="É8.3,5X, rLAI'IBDA/DPMM ="F8.2)
CONTINUE
N3=N3- 1

rF(N3) 8oO,80o,41o
rF(LOOP(N3)-NTH(N3) ) 420, 405, 405

LOoP(N3+1 )=0
G0 T0 210
CONTINUE

c
800

IIRITE(6, 900)



r3s

c
c
c
c

9OO FORMAT(//I BYE BTE KORTHUI)

STOP
END

FUNCTTON rQUAD( rCPR, A)

10
50

60

70
80
150
160
170
200
250
300

400

c

100

200

300
350
400
500

RETURNS IQUAD=1 IF ZONE ICPR IS WITHIN 10 DEGREES 0F THE

QUADRANT BAR H K L. IQUAD=O OTHBRI'IISE'

DTMENSION TCPR(3),CPR(3),4(3)
COMMON /OVERLP/OVLP
D0 5 I=1,1
rF(rcPn(r)) 7,5,7
CONTINUE
c0 T0 400
S=0.
D0 10 I=1,3
CPR(I)=ICPR(I)'ÊA(I)
S=CPR(I)**2+S
CONTINUB
S=SQRT ( S )
D0 60 I=1,3
cPR(I)=CPR(I)/S
rF(cPR( 1 )-ovLP) 70'70' 150

rF(cPR(2)+OVLP ) 150, Bo,80
rF( cPR(3)+OVL,P ) 150, 300, 300
rF(cPR( 1 )+OVLP) 4OO, 160, 160
rF(cPR(2)-OVLP) 170, 170,40o
rF( cPR(3)-OVLP) ZOO,20o, 4oo
D0 250 I=1 

'3rcPR(r)=-rcPR(r)
IQUAD= 1

RETURN
IQUAD=0
RBTURN
END
FUNCTTON ZANG ( rZ1 ,rz2 , A.)

CALCULATE ANGLE BBTWEEN ZONES IZ'I AND IZ2
DTMENSTON rz1 (3),T.22(3),4( 3),21ß),22ß)
D0 100 I=1 

'3z1(r)=fz1(r)tf A(r)
ZZ(f)=Izz(t)rA(I)
S1 =Z 1 (1 )* * Z+21 (2) * * Z+21 ( 3 ) *r2
S2=Z?( 1 )' * 2+22( 2) * x 2+22(3 ) * r 2

ARG= (21 ( 1 ) *22(1)+21 ( 2)xZ2(Ð+21 (3)*22(3) )/SQRT(S1*S2)
ABARG=ABS( ARG)

rF(ABARG-1 .) 200, 200, 300
ZANG= ACOS ( ARG )

NETURN

rF(ABARG-1 .ooo1 ) 500,500,356
}lRrrE( 6 ,4oo ) r.z1 ,Í22,4, ARC

FOR¡,fAT( / 2ßX, 3r4 ), 4F12. 3)
ZANG=0.
RETURN
BND
suBRouTrNE LKH(KH, N,A, DSP, ToL,SP)

5

7

c
c
c

GENBRATES POSSIBLE PLANES FROM SPACINGS AND TOLBRANCBS
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50
100

40

250

400

500

600

DTMBNSTON KH(3, 2OO),4(3),SP(2OO),rHK(3,67),SPA(67 ),HK(3)
COMMON /OVENLP/ OVLP

DTOL=DSP;TOLl 1 00 .
REIIIND 7
READ(7,40)
FORMAT ( // )
N 1=0
RBAD(7, 10o,END=400) I,J,K
FORMAT( BZ,lX, 313 )
rF((l+,1+r).EO.o) Go T0 400
D=1 ./SQRT( ( rzn( 1 ) )**2+(J / I'(2))x*Z+(X/ t'( 3) )*r2)
r¡'( ABS(DSP-D)-DTOL ) 250,250,50
N1=N1+1
IHK( 1 ,N1 )=r
lHK(2,N1)=J
rHK(3, N1 )=K
SPA( N1 )=D
G0 T0 50
CONTINUE
t¡nrrE ( 6 , 5OO ) ( ( rHK ( r , J ) , r= 1 , 3 ) , J= 1 , N 1 )

FORMAT( / ( 10(1X, 3r2, 1X) ) )
N=0
D0 900 K=1,N1
N0S=0
CALL SrcN(rHK( 1,K) ,rHK(2,K) ,rHK(3,K) ,NOS)
rF(Nos-5 ) 7OO , 9oo ,9oo
D0 710 I=1 

'3HK(I)=IHK(T,K)/A( I)
S=SQRT(HK( 1 )*xe+uf ( 2) **2+HK( 3 )*lr2)
D0 720 I=1 

'3HK(I)=HK(I)/S
IF(HK( 1 )+OVLP)
IF(HK(2)-OVLP)
IF(HK(3).OVLP)
IF(HK(1)-OVLP)
IF(HK(2)+OWP)
IF(HK(3)+OVLP)
N=N+1
D0 800 I=1,3

200

700
710

720

730
740
750
760
770
790

800

900
c

1 000

c
c
c

730
750
750
790
770
600

,750,750
,750,740
,750 ,60o
,790,760
,790 ,790
,790 ,790

KH(I,N)=IHK(I,K)
sP(N)=SPA(K)
G0 T0 600
CCNTINUE
t,lRrrE(6,500) ( (rH(r,.1),r=1,3),J=1,N)

t{RrrE(6, looo)N
FORI.,1AT(' NUMBER OF PLANES FORMED IS I 

'16)
RETURN
END

suBRourrNE srGN(NH, ffi , NL, NSICN)

GENERATES <HKL> FRoM (HKL)

IF( ( NH. BQ. O) . AND. (NK.EQ. O ) ) GOTOTO

rF( ( NK. EQ. O) .AND. ( ¡¡l-.8Q. 0 ) )G0T070
rF( ( NH.EQ. O) .AND. ( ¡¡t,.8Q. 0) ) G0T070

rF(NH.EQ.o)Coro71
IF( NK. EQ. O )GOTO?2
IF(NL.EQ.O)GOTO?1
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2
4

7
7

c0T060

70 IF(NSIGN.EQ.O)GOTO5O
NSIGN=5
RETURN

rF(NSTGN-1 ) 50 ,12,74
rF(NSrcN-1 ) 50 ,13,74
NSIGN=5
NETURN

71

IF(NSIGN.EQ.O)GOTO50
IF(NSIGN.EQ.1)GOTO13
IF(NSIGN.EQ.2)GOTO12
IF(NSIGN.EQ.3)GOTO13
IF(NS]GN.EQ.4)GOTO50
IF(NSIGN.GE.5)RETURN

12 NK=-NK
G0T050

13 NH=-NH

50 NSIGN=NSIGN+1
RETURN
END

suBnourrNE rcRoss (K,L,rUVW)
DTMENSTON IUVW(3),K(3),L(3)
ruvt'¡( 1 )=K( 2 )*L ( 3 ) -K( 3 )*L (2 )
ruvl\I( 2)=K(3)*L ( 1 ) -K( 1 )xL( 3 )

IUVW( 3)=K( 1 )*L (2)-K(2)*L( 1 )

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE BEA}4 (A,U,C)

CALCULATES BEAM DIRECTION GIVEN THREE DIRECTIONS AND

COSINES OF ANGLES TO BEAM DIRECTION

USAGE NEED TO FIRST ATTACH,IMSL'ALTLIBS,CT=]O.
THEN LIBRART,TMSL.

DTMENSTON A(3),DCM(3,3),U(3,3),C(3)'liK(9)

CALCULATE DIRECTION COSINE MATRÏX

D0 300
D0 300

300 DcM( r,J
+(u(r,3)

c
c t.¡RrrE(6, 4oo)((u(r,J),J=1,3)'ANG(r)'r=1'3¡
qgg FORMAT(/i2H DIRECTIONS, IItX, I5HAN6LE FRgM BEAM/

r3 ( 3F9. 2, I1x , F8 . 2/) )

CALL SOLVE(DCM,C)
RETURN
END
suBRourrNE solvE(A,C)
DTMENSTON A(3, 3),c(3)'cP(3)

60

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
t

I=l r3
J=1,3
)=u ( i , J) *A( J ) /sQRT ( ( u ( I , 1 )ßA( 1 ) ) t*2+(u ( r,2)äA( 2) ) rI2+
rA(3))rr2)
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100

200

100

150

200
210
250

260
270

280
290

c
500

600

DETA=DET(A( 1, 1 ),C( 1 ),0)
D0 100 T=113
CP(I)=DET(A( 1, 1 )'c( 1 )'I)/DETA
CONTINUE
D0 200 I=1'3
c(r)=cP(r)
RETURN
END

FUNCTTON DET(B, X, roPT)
DTMENSTON B(3, 3),X(3),tl(3, 3)
D0 150 I=1'3
D0 150 J=1,3
tl( r, J)=B( r, J)
rF(roPT) 50o,5oo,2oo
rF(r0PT-2) 21 o,260,2Bo
D0 250 I=1,3
W(I,1)=x(I)
G0 T0 500
D0 270 I=1'3
r.l(r,2)=x(r)
G0 T0 500
D0 290 I=1'3
l{(I,3)=X(I)

DET=W( 1, 1 ) * ( !il( 2, 2 ) nW( 3, 3 ) -t{( 2, 3 ) rf t"¡( 3, 2 ) )
1 -Vf( 1,2)*(W(2,1 )*W(3,3)-!'t(2,3)*!{(3, 1 ) )
2 +ÏI( 1 ,3)r (W(2,1)*ir(3,2)-W(2,2)*!,¡(3,1) )
IF(ABS(DET).GT. 1 .E-10) RETURN

l.¡nrrE(6,600) DET,ToPT
F0RMAT(/r DETERMINANT =r '812.4'r IOPT=r 

'16)STOP
END
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